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PREFACE
You may be tempted to wonder why a recognised collector of
British Colonial material would be diverted into investigating a corner of
British stamp collecting which has achieved much publicity over the
years. Well, the simple fact is that the author is intrigued by any story
which relates to the unusual, particularly when it comes to philatelic
matters. The Stock Exchange Forgery fell neatly into this category
especially when the author was privileged to be present at the
presentation of what was the most comprehensive and well presented
collection of this material that has ever been assembled. There were
aspects of the narrative which just did not ring true and inspection of
the exhibits served only to increase their curiosity.
So as the author set out to write about their findings they were
conscious that they did not collect, or even own, an example of the
material they were interrogating. You may think that this is unusual but
good scholarship surely does not require you own what you are
researching otherwise many historical subjects would go unheeded and
the integrity of works of art could not be examined. In truth what has
transpired is that the author has seen, examined or researched far more
examples of this philatelic phenomenon than those collectors who may
have embraced the material in their collections. The collection formed
by Dr Ian Ray was, undoubtedly, the finest assembly of this material ever
made and the late Carl Walske had obtained a large number of these
items and had also written comprehensively about the technical aspects
of the stamps.
Having completed their text, and having gained the opinions from
a couple of fellow collectors, the author is compelled to state that their
biggest surprise is why has this subject not been critically explored
before.
Indeed, the reviewers, having read the evidence, are also
amazed that nothing before has been written on the credibility of this
philatelic phenomenon. Surely the extraordinary features displayed by
these items must have come to the critical attention of other collectors
or dealers before now. But apparently not. The only explanation that
can be offered is that nobody cared.
The stamps were accepted as forgeries and from that point
nobody was interested in how they were put into circulation. If it was
realised that the collecting fraternity had been completely duped by the
romance of the story at large then much embarrassment would prevail.

This was in nobodys interest. Dealers could lose a high revenue source
of trade and have to defend their own credibility. Collectors would lose
face may be forced to look at their own vulnerability. Surely the hobby
is not that vulnerable - or is it ?
You will see that the author has no arguments about the
technical aspects of the forgery itself, the concerns are with the manner
in which they were deployed and this leads the author to believe that all
is not well with the stories that were broadcast to justify them as
forgeries against the Post Office, presumably in an attempt to give them
a status above the proliferation of facsimiles being produced to satisfy
the demands of collectors seeking to complete their albums. It is only
when you carefully study the circumstances that are being promulgated
that alarms bells start to sound as well as the physical properties of
many of the pieces and their obliterations which show many unusual
characteristics. The fact that these forgeries were so keenly promoted
by leading collectors, dealers and writers of the day adds weight to the
argument that the stories were contrived and that there was some
elaborate conspiracy in place to give these productions some credibility
that was unwarranted.
The author has devoted a section to the relevant material which
was introduced into the collection of King George V ( and remains in
the collection to this day ) and which comprises items which are
different in context to the remainder and were clearly designed to
afford some credibility to this whole episode. At the time the author is
sure that there was an understanding that the material was incorporated
in good faith, little realising that, until these items are seen in the whole
- which at the time was not even a possibility, there was little
opportunity to give any reason to doubt the current story. This
somewhat flamboyant attempt to ‘ make things all right ’ has, the author
believes, actually provided what was the missing link in their
investigations by exposing a range of material which is so extraordinary
that it has no equals in other collections and must have been produced
specifically for this intended purpose.
The author is even of the opinion that at least one genuine stamp
has been passed off as a forgery and if this is the case then more than
one example could fall into this category as most of the forgeries are
obliterated with multiple strikes of the date stamps which easily obscure
many of the details which identify the forgery.

INTRODUCTION
The author is sure that most of their philatelic friends and
acquaintances will not be surprised to know that they are challenging
conventional thinking on this long held philatelic fable. Like many
collectors they had been brought up to accept certain stories about
stamps and this served to enhance the romance of the hobby. A sailor
with a kit bag full of Cape triangulars, a unique British Guiana One Cent,
a letter with an invitation to a ball, a Hawaiian Missionary and an
inverted 'swan' all evoke memories and pictures of a bygone age which
somehow came to life when you think of the stamps and the stories
they could tell. Now much the same applied to the so-called Stock
Exchange Forgery of Great Britain. Then, one day, the author had the
opportunity of seeing what was probably the finest collection of this
material ever formed and listening to the story of how it came about. It
was a fine display and they became enthralled by this apparently very
simple story which had been recounted for over a hundred years.
On the face of it this display contributed to their knowledge and
understanding of this philatelic phenomenon but what it also did was to
stimulate their curiosity. Something was not right with the story and
the more they thought about it the more they became enthralled by the
prospect that here was a long held fable which was fundamentally
flawed. They cannot explain why it did not make sense but somehow
the whole account just did not ring true but being a believer that there
is always more than one story which fits any given set of facts they really
quite enjoy seeking out that alternative version. This was one golden
opportunity to exercise their investigative talents. Something was wrong
and they were determined to find out what it was.
They made my initial findings known and the immediate response
from many of their collector friends was " why don’t you write a book
about it ". That is easier said than done but they stuck to their task and
researched every article that they could find and looked up as many
recorded examples of the forgery that they could trace. These were
copied where possible and all means of individual identification were
removed to preserve the anonymity of the item. Some, of course, are
very distinctive in any event and can be readily recognised by their
owners past and present. But their secrets are safe with the author !!
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The author takes this opportunity of immediately thanking all those
collectors, auctioneers and dealers who have co-operated with them in
this venture and now trust that they will be interested in, and perhaps
somewhat amazed at the results of this research which has taken several
years to put together. The problem then became as to how best
publish the alternative story.
The author has decided that the most appropriate way of
presenting this story is to submit, for the reader's consideration, an
analysis of the recorded examples and to develop an argument against
the hitherto accepted provenance of this philatelic phenomenon.
This resulted in their presenting the evidence by way of analysis
of previously published articles and with photocopies of examples
gleaned from many unidentified sources. In each case they regard the
evidence as genuine commentary, not being presented to support any
particular point of view but included where it fits into the perceived
circumstances. All of the major players in this story have long passed
into a better place but they have left behind a most intriguing and
complicated series of events which the author will attempt to unfold.
A lot of this information is properly in the public domain and
there is a strict observance of the anonymity of all material, apart from
those items now residing in the collection of Her Majesty the Queen,
which the author has specifically identified as important to the story, and
which is used for illustrative purposes. In some cases the examples may
have been cropped or otherwise cut to avoid specific identification but
in no case has the basic content of any illustration been adapted or
altered.
The author has attempted to use the best illustrations available
to support their arguments but as these have been gleaned from a
variety of sources, many of which originate from times when the clarity
of illustrations may have left much to be desired, they must be forgiven
if the quality of these pictures is lacking - but at least you can be assured
that, unlike the material content, they have not been manipulated to
deceive.
In an attempt to provide a properly balanced argument the
author has attempted to produce evidence in support of the established
story which has been passed down in one form or another for over 100
2

years and it is, of course, up to the reader to make up their own mind
as to whether they wish to hold on to the established version of events
or whether they choose to give credence to this revised proposition
which throws a completely different light on the integrity of this forgery.
Please do not forget that when this story was first promoted
there was a popular move towards dramatic criminal, romantic and
adventure stories bringing writers such as Arthur Conan Doyle, John
Buchan, Ryder Haggard and Oscar Wilde to the front with their
awesome and imaginative yarns. It would have been tempting to add
this extraordinary story to that list except that it involved tangible
objects - stamps - which were to pass on through collectors and remain
available today for interrogation - thereby exposing the story as some
sort of fairy tale to cover up the deception.
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AN OUTLINE OF THE STORY
For over 100 years the hobby has been mesmerised by the story
of the only recorded example of a forgery perpetrated against the
Victorian Post Office. These 1/- stamps became known as the Stock
Exchange Forgeries as all the examples bear the obliteration of the
London Stock Exchange.
The story that was spread comprised three elements.
The first was that, in the act of appropriating used telegraph
forms bearing used stamps from a waste paper store, examples came
into circulation which were different to those produced by the Post
Office and were clear forgeries.
Secondly, these stamps were reportedly discovered by a dealer,
Charles Nissen, in the course of his business and as a result of this
forgery being drawn to the attention of the authorities the activities of
the Stock Exchange at the relevant time - 1872 to 1873 - came under
close scrutiny.
This last element indicates that the various P. O. investigations
from 1898 to 1915 came to no specific conclusion but it became
commonly held that some person or persons working in the relevant
office at the Stock Exchange had cunningly swapped genuine stamps for
forgeries, either of his own making or acting as an agent for the true
forger. The genuine copies were apparently resold to stamp agents, or
even back to the Post Office ( ? ), at a modest discount on face value
and the organisers pocketed the proceeds, netting a considerable profit
over a period of some 15 months.
There are many variations on the detail of this story, as will be
demonstrated, but the principle of the arrangement was much the same.
Examples of this forgery then appeared on the market and
supported by the incredible story of a fraud against the Post Office they
quickly gained a status and value which made the profits allegedly made
by the original perpetrators pale into insignificance.
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Even at a profit of 1/- each in 1873, less the production and
liquidation costs, this does not compare well with the hundreds of
pounds for which they change hands today.
It is the very complexity of the operation combined with the
long passage of time before the discovery, which brings into doubt
some of the elements of the use of the forgery which have become
accepted without question. Not only that, but some of the collected
examples exhibit features which are hard to explain.
The author will attempt to show that there is a very
sustainable alternative story which, although it does not have the
glamour of the original version, does overcome most, and probably
all, of the anomalies which surround the established story.
The author's proposition is that this was a forgery produced,
or at least promoted, within the stamp trade - in common with many
others of that period around the end of 19th. century - and that it fell
at the first hurdle and had then to be supported by a jolly good fable
to give it some credibility. It is suggested that it was a product of its
time - c.1898 - which was subsequently revived with a second forgery
some 12 years later when the high collecting value of this emission
became apparent. Evidence will be produced, not so much in actual
support of this theory, but more to show that the original version of
events contains so many errors and discrepancies, that this
alternative version may well be the only properly sustainable one.
The story has been repeated, with alterations and
embellishments, many times and these commentaries are offered in
order to provide the reader with the context against which the
distribution of this forgery can be viewed. There are aspects of the
generally accepted story that are far from clear and, indeed, the very
circumstances under which this forgery came into circulation are only
conjecture and speculation and some of the procedures have been
elaborated upon to support the story and may have no basis in fact.
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SETTING THE SCENE
The stamp involved is listed by Stanley Gibbons as Nos. 115 /117
and is described as a 1/- value printed on " Spray of Rose " watermark
paper in shades of Green from plates, numbered within the design of
each stamp, as Plates 4, 5, 6 and 7 , coming into use in the years 1867 1873. As with the stamps from this period in general, this stamp was a
form of legal tender and could be employed for various receipt
purposes apart from that of prepaying postage.
In a recent Stanley Gibbons Catalogue this stamp is listed at
between £375 and £600 unused ; £18 to £45 used and upwards of £35
on cover.
One of those uses was as a receipt for the prepayment of
messages sent by the recently introduced Telegraph service. In this
event a stamp, or stamps - dependant upon the value needed to prepay
the message - would be affixed to the form and obliterated with a
circular date stamp, normally indicating that it had been used for this
specific purpose. Such telegraphic obliterators were provided by the
Post Office as part of their customary issue until the establishment of a
separate Telegraphic Branch some years later.
One such location where this stamp was regularly used for
Telegraphic purposes was the London Stock Exchange. This was also
the case in other establishments throughout the country where similar
facilities existed in several places such as Liverpool and Manchester.
Having performed their function of recording messages for onward
transmission the various forms, some with stamps attached, were
collected together, stored for a period of time and then sold, in bulk, as
waste paper to merchants dealing in such materials. This waste paper
was intended for pulping at paper mills as part of a recycling process.
Collectors will know, however, that the sacks of waste paper
used in this process appear to have been a ready source of fine used
higher value stamps. It seems that stamps used within official circles for
revenue and other accountancy purposes were always clearly and neatly
obliterated upon their supporting documents which were then
consigned, as waste, to a similar fate as the Telegraph Forms.
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Their liberation was clearly an unlawful practice and many fine
examples of high value stamps of the period, neatly cancelled, exist in
collections without any trace of their original documentation and to all
intents and purposes can be treated as fine used, if not postally used,
examples of these issues.
It is from such sources that a proportion of used copies of the
1/- value are to be found as evidenced by their obliterations. Other
denominations bearing similar obliterations are to be found, presumably
from the same source. But, unlike many of the higher values, there is still
a healthy proportion of postally used examples, certainly enough to
satisfy a collecting market as is shown by their catalogue value. Unused
examples on the other hand are a much rarer commodity.
The strength of the collecting market for British stamps has
always been high and at the end of the eighteenth century was certainly
at a good level and probably formed the backbone business of many of
the established London dealers which survived well into, and in some
cases, through the next century and into the twenty-first century.
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THE PUBLISHED COMMENTARIES
As part of my evidence I will refer to many of the published
articles and commentaries which have been published over the last 117
years. In addition to this I will demonstrate the various points by
reference to copies of specific stamps which I will reproduce. I will
refer to these published reports as commentaries whose credibility I will
interrogate. Other references can be found but in no way do they add
significantly to the detail of the story under consideration.
These commentaries are listed here, but in no particular order
either of date or significance.
Dr. Ian Ray, who not only formed what was the most comprehensive
collection of this material but gave a paper to the Royal Philatelic
Society London in 1993, entitled The Stock Exchange Forgery. It is the
written paper supporting that display to which I will refer. However,
since embarking on this exercise I have had the opportunity of looking
again at Dr. Ray’s collection and can elaborate considerably on some of
the issues raised.
The British Philatelist - November and December 1909 published by
Chas. Nissen & Co.
The Production of the Stock Exchange Forgery by Carl Walske
FRPSL published in the March 1966 edition of The Philatelic Journal of
Great Britain.
The Postage Stamp of June 25th 1910 - an article by Fred. J.
Melville.
The Mystery of the One Shilling Green - a booklet of 1926 by
Fred. J. Melville
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Extracts from many general books and periodicals on the subject
of collecting and the stamps of Great Britain in particular including :
Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal of 30 July 1898.
Gibbons Stamp Monthly of December 1990 A Mystery within a Mystery - an article by Dr. Ian Ray.
The Philatelic Journal of Great Britain of December
1972 The Stock Exchange Forgery and its Usage an article by Cmdr.
M.S.L. Burnett FRPSL
Under the Gum by James A. Mackay - Chapter 20 - The Stock
Exchange Forgery
The material contained in the Royal Philatelic Collection - a
chapter is devoted this - examining the illustrations of pages which have
been graciously supplied by The Keeper of The Royal Collection.
The records of the Post Office Archives from which
photocopies of relevant items have been procured and analysed.
Many examples of the forged stamp as it has appeared in
collections and auction catalogues over the years. The identity of these
items has been kept secret for fear of offending any collector but you
are asked to respect the fact that no attempt has been made to alter or
in any way affect the nature of these copies to create special evidence.
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THE FIRST COMMENTARY
The Stock Exchange Forgery by Dr. Ian Ray
- the paper on the display to the Royal Philatelic Society, London
Let me start by saying that this is a most excellent work and the
accompanying display of relevant material was of the highest calibre and
in no way do I seek to denigrate or otherwise criticise the value of this
work. What I do say, however, is that this work raises many problems
and issues which are not explained or answered and it was these very
points which stimulated my interest in this subject. You may wonder
how I can be so certain about the contents of the Dr. Ray collection.
Well, a short time after the display to the Royal Philatelic Society, the
collection was sold intact and as far as I am aware remains as an
investment collection out of the public arena. Because I expressed my
interest in the subject I was subsequently afforded access to a
photocopy of the collection and was able to examine it at my leisure.
Assuming the fact that Dr Ray's narrative is taken from official
sources ( there are in fact no acknowledgements to that effect nor,
indeed, the contrary ) I cannot dispute the facts of the investigation as
detailed. I would, however, draw your attention to the somewhat
strange series of transactions which took place involving several dealers
who were apparently dealing in the ‘ Gibbons Find ’ as genuine stamps.
The inquiry in the summer of 1898 discovered that "..... (Mr S. Trennery)
was still offering stamps for sale, and these included forged stamps not only as
singles but also on piece with 3d., 6d., and 2/-....." This plainly does not
make sense when considered in the context of their discovery.
One question that remains unanswered is ; Did Trennery
KNOW that he was dealing in forged stamps ? If so, then he must have
preceded Nissen in discovering the forgery. There is correspondence in
the P. O. archives that claim that the forgery was first discovered by one
H. L'Estrange Ewen who had bought these items from Trennery. If this
sequence of events is credible then these forgeries were in common
circulation on an " under the counter basis ". How, then, did over 100
copies turn up in Gibbons stock ?
The answer is presumably in the course of normal trading. In
which event does the purchase of such a large number of stamps all
10

cancelled on the same day with the same obliterator not strike you as
odd ? If this is the case then whoever sold the stamps to Gibbons did
not declare them to be forged even though he had that knowledge.
Having acquired that knowledge there was far more to be gained than
selling them on to Gibbons as normal stamps unless you come to the
conclusion that these were recent forgeries which were being
passed into circulation through the most respectable channels !
Any alternative interpretation to this sequence of events is
unworthy to contemplate as it would clearly indicate collusion and
conspiracy between two of the leading stamp dealers of the day. It is my
intention to merely demonstrate that the forgery was not against the
Post Office in 1872 and 1873 but aimed at collectors at the turn of the
century. I am not seeking, nor am I able, to identify any particular
culprits or perpetrators.
It is not surprising that the official report was inconclusive and I
ask you not to look too far beyond the actual words of the report. To
describe the reply to the Highmore report as an " incompetent
interpretation " does not provide for the interpretation that there was,
in fact, no evidence to support the case that a fraud against the Post
Office had taken place at all ! Dr Ray's assessment that the forgery
outnumbers the genuine by some 2:1 providing for around 1300 copies
in circulation on one day has no supporting evidence. Such statistics are
very misleading. Any argument over numbers and how and when they
were used merely serves to increase the incredibility of that argument.
This fraud, if it were perpetrated as suggested, could easily have been
"..... carried out without the connivance or help of any Post Office servant....."
as I am sure the defendants of this case will demonstrate in due course. I
see no need to comment further on the reasons advanced in the report.
In any event we are told that ".....All the Post Office papers relating to this
period have disappeared ( by 1910 ) ....." so there is little evidence that
they ever existed in any format whatsoever and any statistics drawn
from them must therefore be verified from other sources. No such
verification is available.
Dr. Ray then deals with the Plate 6 discovery. I am sure that you
will find it strange that these are only found by the very same Chas.
Nissen immediately after his article in the November issue of The
British Philatelist, relating to the 1898 find, was published. Dr. Ray
omits to tell us that up until that date no other copies of Plate 5 had
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been recorded other than those in the original find and bearing the date
of 23 July 1872.
Then, all of a sudden, in the month of December 1909, we are
told of three other Plate 5 dates other than that one date so far
recorded and the new discovery of examples from Plate 6.
Now Dr Ray is far from convincing in this matter. He claims that
they were discovered, in fact, by one Lewis May - a dealer - who sold
them to another dealer, H. F. Johnson who photographed them before
selling them on himself. If this is true then were they sold on as
recognised forgeries or not ? Where does Chas. Nissen come into the
picture ? Dr. Ray has extracted this information from contemporary
journals but has not seen the significance of the picture he has painted.
When we read on we find that F. J. Melville publishes the first picture of
a Plate 6 forgery in June of 1910, crediting its discovery to May.
Unwittingly Dr. Ray poses a major problem which he has overlooked.
The reproduced photograph at page 10 of his paper, when compared
with the later Melville photograph at page 11, enables us to compare
two stamps which appear in both illustrations. The first is that lettered R
K. It is stamp no. 30 in the large photo and the second, lettered L M, is
stamp no. 19 in the same picture. The only problem is that the size of
the piece has been changed, in both cases to remove that part of the
obliteration not falling on the stamp. The significance of this apparent
cropping will be apparent in due course. But why not show the full
picture ? Perhaps there is something in the date-stamp which may raise
questions. The answer to this is most certainly there is !
I will later produce evidence which clearly shows that the
obliteration under the stamp is different to that on top of the stamp.
Now here Dr Ray claims a discovery and draws inference from his
findings to suggest that this is ".....incontrovertible proof....." of Post Office
employee involvement. At best it demonstrates that the forms may have
been handed in unstamped but at worst it shows that this form was
certainly processed on at least two occasions and one of these
times it was to apply the forged stamp but it does not tell us WHEN. If
the defendants of this case use this as an example of how the fraud was
engineered at the Stock Exchange then they are going to be at odds with
any previous argument that they have put forward under the
procedures employed in that office.
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We are now taken to the " tip off " which led to the discovery of
the source of these forgeries. This letter, reproduced by Dr Ray, I have
inspected this letter personally in the Post Office records as I could not
believe its contents. Such fanciful adventure stories are more apposite
to a Conan Doyle, Ryder Haggard or John Buchan novel than a serious
contribution to a fraud investigation. I invite you to consider carefully
the following elements of this correspondence.
First the writer, one Albert Edward Howley, refers to ".....used
postage stamps dated June 1872 .....". Now forgeries with this date had
only just been discovered ( during 1909 ) because we already know that
the previously recorded copies were from the 23 July 1872 collection. I
am sure that you will agree that it is quite remarkable for this
semiliterate man to recount such a detail when collectors were
themselves barely aware of such detailed information. It seems that even
Mr Woods, the local Watford policeman, was, by now, an expert being
able to determine, at a glance, that they were forgeries.
Then there is the appearance of what has to be a very suspicious
( and perhaps imagined ) collector, or dealer, with a gun, who also had a
key to the premises where these forgeries were to be found, offering
this man £1 per thousand stamps for all he could get.
What else do we know about this informer and his information ?
Well perhaps the most startling aspect of this evidence is the
description he gives of the stamps to be found. We read ".....I know the
stamps are there and should have been destroyed, the stamps run from 1d.,
1d., 2d., 2d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d., 9d., 1/-, 2/-, 5/- stamp value and are collected
for some use unknown to me.....". If this was intended to refer to stamps
on Telegraph forms then the range of values quoted is way off course.
We already know that the rates for telegrams were in multiples of 3d.
starting at 1/- and there was no conceivable use for the other values
quoted, apart from 3d., 6d., 9d., 2/- and perhaps the 4d. and 5/-. So why
mention these other values. In practice only a very small proportion of
the “ recovered ” forms exhibit other values in addition to the 1/- stamp
so from where did he get this information ?
Another issue is raised when, at the end, he states ".....there are
tons of them so I seen as I was told .....". This is also a most illuminating
statement. For a semiliterate man to conclude with this expression
clearly indicates that the contents of the letter were in some part
13

provided to him by a third party. If you couple this with the error of the
values available there is more than a suggestion that he was encouraged
to write a letter providing details which he could not help embellishing.
We surely cannot accept this as evidence upon which a serious fraud
investigation could be based. This part of the story just does not ring
true. The authorities were being deliberately led to the waste paper mill
where they would no doubt find a suitably prepared selection of the
forgeries.
We are now taken some 4 years on to the second Post Office
investigation. A number of statistics are quoted, from an undeclared
source, which do not add up. A total of 413 sacks apparently make up
nearly nine tons of waste paper. This equates to about 46 sacks to the
ton or each sack weighing less than half a hundredweight. So the four
sacks of Stock Exchange forms would weigh the best part of two
hundredweight - but we are told that these only weighed one
hundredweight. Small discrepancies are acceptable but this is 100% out !
The statistics which follow just do not give enough information about
this particular problem. The selected sample of some 1600 forms is too
small a number for the stated conclusions to be drawn. Indeed Dr. Ray
admits that insufficient information was recorded to provide any
meaningful information as to the culprits in this matter.
A factor which is hard to reconcile is that with these forms being
removed from the sacks on a random basis then one would expect that
a good number of forms bearing genuine stamps would also be taken.
We know that such practices were rife as is evidenced by the number of
telegraphically and fiscally cancelled stamps liberated.
So where are all the forms bearing all genuine stamps ? Dr. Ray
has been diligently collecting all values used at the Stock Exchange and
he can offer quite a number of various denominations used on a range
of dates but very few on anything like the forms which accompany the
forgeries. If we are to believe that the surviving forgeries are “ as found
” then we must assume that the finder KNEW which ones were
forgeries ! With all other stamps being soaked off and collected as
individual specimens why were only the forgeries left on the scraps
of paper of varying size ? The Plate 6 original finds are a brilliant
example of this phenomenon.
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An interview with a one time senior employee of the Stock
Exchange - one George Smith - supplies no useful information
whatsoever even though he was guaranteed immunity from prosecution.
But what does come out is that we are offered, as a fact, that this man,
who seemingly lived very well, was ".....pensioned off at the age of 39 in
March 1876 on the grounds of ill health.....". This is not supported by the
records I inspected. He was retired on grounds that he was " lame " this fact is available in the Post Office archives. It is not therefore that
surprising that he was still alive some forty years later. You may find it
interesting to note that the mysterious informer, discussed above, also
complained that he could not work because he was " lame ".
Dr. Ray now offers us commentary on the production of this
forgery. A more detailed study of this aspect is available from Carl
Walske, another witness, and from whom much of Dr. Ray's work has
been gleaned. Much is made of the " impossible lettering ", the type of
perforation and the faults in the design but the only major issue to
contemplate is how on earth the forger was able to produce the
quantity needed to support Dr. Ray's proposition regarding the size of
this fraud. For these stamps to be produced on an individual cliché basis
to supply some 1300 copies on one day defies belief. We are asked to
believe that this large quantity of single stamps were transported to
the Stock Exchange on a regular basis - even daily, if the argument is to
be taken to its logical conclusion ! I will deal with the production
problems through Carl Walske's article.
My conclusion on Dr. Ray's treatise is that it is a fine piece of
narrative but it does not provide anything like conclusive evidence that
this fraud was perpetrated either against the Post Office or that it took
place in 1872 and 1873. Certainly the forgeries exists and they are quite
remarkable reproductions which would pass most cursory inspections
but little has been deduced that leaves us with any conclusive proof as
to precisely WHEN and WHERE this forgery was produced and used.
I will now consider other aspects of Dr. Ray’s collection which
comprehensively covers the complete range of dates available, includes
contemporary genuine examples and interrogates the dates stamps
employed at the time.
With so many examples to look at, certain features become
apparent. Let me list them.
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a)
Many examples - especially those used in combination with other
denominations - have more than one date stamp and a large proportion
of these have another date stamp UNDER one or more of the
adhesives.
b)
Many of these examples have distorted date stamps where an
attempt has been made to line up the obliteration on the stamp with
that on the form underneath. In some instances there was little attempt
to even line them up !
c)
At least three types of Telegraph Form are used. The majority
are on the “ Stock Exchange Offices only “ type but others appear on
ordinary forms and at least one appears on a 1/- embossed form as an
additional value.
d)
In many instances the forms are torn, or cut, to obscure all or
part of the date on the form. This is just not a feasible proposition if
these were done at random. These forms all appear to have been torn
with a specific purpose in mind.
e)
Many, and I would suggest the vast majority - if not all - of the “
additional values ” are damaged or defective stamps, wing margin copies
or poorly centred examples - having a limited commercial value as single
unused stamps.
Some of the examples, claimed to have been torn from the
forms by Post Office officials, turned up in 1969 and others in 1989 or
thereabouts. These are alleged to have been part of the quantity of
forms which were interrogated by the 1915 Hoskyns - Abrahall inquiry
and subsequently incinerated.
In 1978 over 100 further examples on piece, from both plates,
appeared in the market place - apparently “ kept as souvenirs by a
senior official in 1915 ” and now being sold on by his descendants. You
can make of this what you will.
Dr. Ray has managed to put together over forty stamps of
denominations of 3d., 4d.(!!!), 6d., 9d., 1/- and 5/- each bearing one of
the three recorded types of date stamp. The proposition advanced is
that these date stamps were used in a particular manner.
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Type 1 was used as a receiving hand stamp and does not appear
on a Plate 5 forgery but is known on some Plate 6 examples.
Type 2 was also used on at the receiving counter and is ‘
common ’ on genuine stamps but rarely found on Plate 5 forgeries.
Type 3 was not used at the counter but “ the following day ” in
the back office to cancel the previous day’s forms when the stamps had
been added. It is found on genuine stamps and most of the Plate 5
forgeries.
This premise means that this date stamp must have ALWAYS
been one day behind the current date. The only problem I have with all
of these suppositions is that once you discover one item which does not
conform to the pattern then the discipline of the use can be discounted.
So let us see what can be demonstrated in this direction.
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THE SECOND COMMENTARY
The Production of the Stock Exchange Forgery
by Carl Walske FRPSL
Now this excellent article, published in the March 1966 issue of
The Philatelic Journal of Great Britain, demonstrates an in depth study
of the various production possibilities of this forgery. It considers the
variations in the style and layout of the letters and relates many of them
to the dates on the obliterations. One of the conclusions is that there is
some evidence of grouping of the recognisable features of the letters
and dates of their supposed use. Let us examine some of those
conclusions in more detail.
Walske proposes that these forgeries were produced in plates of
one, by a typographical process with interchangeable corner letters
plugged into the master image and changed for each printing. What a
cumbersome and unwieldy process ! I would ask you to agree that it
would be very hard for it to work like that.
Early commentaries by Messrs. Melville and Nissen suggested
that the printing process employed was lithographic and Walske
principally gains support for his theory because of the presence of a thin
line which is printed outside the design border of some copies. The
suggestion is that this was a marginal rule which acted as a pressure
plate device to protect the single image and give it longer life. This may
well be true but as it is not apparent around every example it does not
rule out the use of a smaller plate or group of images printing, say,
twelve examples at a time, perhaps adopting a straight line format. The
images need not be adjacent as in a conventional plate layout but they
could be single clichés spaced out with a small blank space or strip
between adjacent images. This would not contradict the proposition
that multiples do not exist because they were printed singly but would
allow for a more economic print run. This theory is supported by
Walske's own evidence that no groups of letters in any one perceived
row exceed eleven different characters. Dr. Ray's listing offers a
maximum of twelve letters on any particular date. I offer the German
propaganda forgeries of G.B. in the Second World War as an example
of the format I have in mind.
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The perforations have also previously given rise to two opinions.
Initially Nissen held that they were comb perforated and Melville was of
the opinion that they were perforated ".....with great care by a single-line
perforator.....". Walske contends that, as the perforations show similar, if
not identical, characteristics within certain groupings, they were
perforated on a special four sided machine creating separations of
individual stamps, one at a time. Yet another cumbersome and unwieldy
process.
It is my proposition that they could have been perforated in a
similar format to that in which they may have been printed, namely by a
form of harrow perforating machine which could do a complete row, all
round, in one operation. It is commented that the stamp margins within
the perforations are larger horizontally than they are vertically. This
would be an unlikely constant feature if they were line perforated. The
problem with individual perforation technique is that centring of the
image would be very imperfect as the piece of paper being manipulated
could be small. There are no recorded examples of the forgery which
show any evidence of very poor centring as a result of this operation. A
harrow type machine could readily accommodate a strip of stamps and
would have a certain element of repetition producing identical
characteristics over every twelve copies. This is not inconsistent with
the stated facts.
There is also a difference of opinion when it comes to the
provision of the corner letters. What is clear is that the production run
was small and some convenient device was employed to effect the
change of corner letters. If a surface printing process was used then
replacement of these small letter plugs for each and every printing is yet
another process which can only be described as cumbersome and
unwieldy.
If, however, one returns to premise that a multiple lithographic
process was used then the matter of changing corner letters could be
more easily achieved by invoking some form of cutting and patching
operation on the lithographic transfer, of which there could be many
copies, utilised on a random or roster basis. This would explain the
variations in the small detail and shapes of these corner blocks and the
frequent distortion of those squares.
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For the most part the detailed design of the forgery is very
faithful to the original stamp the only significant departure occurring at
the right hand side of the top margin where the horizontal frame line
meets the oval surround of the head. In the original this junction is close
to the top of the A of POSTAGE whereas in the forgery this junction is
towards the right hand side of that letter. This is by far the most
obvious defect and it is hard to imagine that this would have been left
without correction if a hand engraved process had been used. Even the
production of a surface printed electrotype would have allowed for this
to have been repaired before production. The only process which
would have been difficult to remedy would be a defective lithographic
transfer, especially if this had been prepared by an expert
photo-lithographer as a master, or series of masters providing for the
later insertion of the corner letters. A further minor defect occurs at
the top end of the right hand lattice design in the oval frame where the
top rectangular shape is larger in the forgery than in the original. This is
also the type of defect that may also result from the process of laying
down of a transfer. In itself it is a very minor fault and could easily have
gone completely unnoticed.
So maybe a clue as to when this forgery was actually done may
lie in the techniques employed. For this work to have been done during
say 1872 I am not sure that the photo-lithographic process was readily
available to even the most skilled forgers. Lithography with the aid of
photographic reproduction was surely only employed towards the end
of the century. If you accept even part of the evidence leading to a
lithographic printing process then you may also come to the conclusion
that this method of printing was the one employed and coupled with the
probable use of photography to reproduce the image would place this
process much later in the century than 1872.
Interestingly the examples from Plate 6 exhibit the same basic
faults. It is stated that the reproduction of this plate is superior
especially in the matter of the corner letters and the plate number.
Again this would mitigate against an engraved die process for the design
is a replica of Plate 5 and if this were to be reproduced by hand then
the above faults are unlikely to be repeated so consistently. Walske
does refer to the problems in dealing with such large numbers of single
stamps but draws no inference from this factor.
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THE THIRD COMMENTARY
Extract from The British Philatelist Vol..II No.21 - November
1909
This briefly recounts the discovery of the forgery and attributes
it to Chas. Nissen, the publisher of this particular organ. It appears as
one of a series of articles on the stamps of Great Britain.
The claim is that Nissen was looking through ".....a lot of used One
Shilling Stamps removed from telegram forms....." which were ".....dated
23rd. July 1872,....." and ".....noticed peculiarities on some of the copies....."
leading to his discovery of the forgery.
The overriding conclusion from the detail of this narrative is that
Chas. Nissen knew more than he was saying on this matter.
Now compare this with the Dr. Ray account of Nissen finding
over one hundred copies in the stock of Stanley Gibbons also dated
23rd. July 1872. The conclusion reached at that time was that this was
unlikely to be a one off, one day, event as the range of corner letters
present implied a printing from a large sheet. We can readily dismiss this
latter comment but it is hard to ignore the suggestion that it was used
over a period of time as the evidence of all the then available
copies was that it was used only on one day.
Please bear in mind it is late in 1909 and no other differently
dated copies had yet been reported.
You may think it very strange that the size of the apparent fraud
was exaggerated without any supporting evidence - unless Nissen knew
different. This is not as unlikely as it seems for we know that by this
time these forgeries were being traded, albeit clandestinely, and, being a
dealer, Nissen must have been aware of these transactions.
Furthermore he must have known of the existence of copies bearing
other dates. If he did not then the only conclusion that can be drawn is
that he was not admitting to knowing the whereabouts of such material.
Again I do not wish to be drawn into any debate as to the personalities
involved but simply to establish exactly WHEN and WHERE these
forgeries were prepared.
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THE FOURTH COMMENTARY
Extracts from The British Philatelist Vol. II No.22 - December
1909
Lo and behold ! - what do we find here ?
Exactly one month after the previous article we read ".....A further
and most interesting discovery has just been made by Mr Charles Nissen....."
and later on we are told ".....since the publication of our last number, Mr
Nissen has made a discovery of new dates, differing from that on the original
lot discovered in 1898; the dates are the 3rd, 17th, and 28th June 1872.....".
The article continues to discuss the nature of the forgery and
proposes that it was produced by a lithographic process and was comb
perforated. The impossible lettering is also discussed but merely
referred to, suggesting the use of an unusually large printing plate.
Whilst on this point the writer offers to produce a list elaborating on
the precise range of lettering so far discovered but ".....our notes made in
1898 have, unfortunately, been mislaid; if we find them, the chart shall be
given in a subsequent number.....". A similar fate, you will recall, befell the
original Post Office report. As Oscar Wilde might have said; " to lose
one report is unfortunate, but to lose two is quite careless"
On a closer examination of the complete text one is inexorably
drawn to the conclusion that Chas. Nissen knew far more about the
production of this forgery than a cursory examination of those copies at
his disposal would have provided in the time available. It is a very good
article and I am attracted by some of the conclusions drawn but at every
turn the point is made that this was the work of some thirty years ago
and the culprits will never be brought to account. It is from such
commentary that the legend has grown. Apart from the date-stamps
there is nothing to confirm WHEN and WHERE these forgeries were
produced.
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THE FIFTH COMMENTARY
The Story of The Stock Exchange Forgery by Fred. J. Melville
As reprinted in Stamp Lover from The Postage Stamp - 25 June 1910
This is, as far as I can tell, the first overall picture painted of this
forgery. It is precipitated by the recent discovery of the examples from
Plate 6 which Melville claims had been shown to him by one Lewis May,
a dealer in the City.
It is a very straight forward account of the forgery and confirms
the story that this was a fraud against the Post Office in 1872, again, the
only basis for this argument being the dates on the obliterators.
What it does highlight, however, are some of the statistics
associated with the issue of this 1/- value stamp and its general usage. In
short it claims that nearly 15 million telegraph messages were sent in
1872 and just over 17 million in 1873. These are national figures and
would give rise to an enormous amount of waste paper ! It does not
break this figure down but in the light of the number of exchanges that
were operating throughout England and Scotland a high proportion must
have been used at those locations with the London Stock Exchange
carrying a major part. Now the 1/- value stamp from Plates 5 and 6
which were in use at this time was printed and supplied in the following
quantities : Plate 5 - 13,318,800; Plate 6 - 8,400,000: Clearly the use of
other plates and the introduction of pre-embossed telegraph forms
would have helped to make up the difference but it is helpful to be
reminded of the scale of usage of this value.
These figures pose me some problems and a detailed analysis will
demonstrate why. Let me just take the year 1872 when some 15m.
telegraph messages were sent. My research into the reconstructed
plates 5 and 6 of used examples showed that considerably less than 10%
had a known Stock Exchange obliterations. This is not surprising as
these documents were mostly destroyed as waste paper. But when
considering the overall picture it is interesting to see how these figures
can be reconciled. The total printing of Plates 5 and 6 are quoted as
some 21.7m., starting in 1871. Plate 7 did not appear until 1873.
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Assume that 50% of this supply was used in 1872 - let us call it
10m. stamps. This may be statistically incorrect but please bear with me
as to the principle that I am seeking to establish. In that year we have a
record that 15m. telegraph messages were sent. From the apparently
random selection of material obtained from the “ telegraph sacks ” we
see a preponderance of the 1/- denomination which represents, say,
75% of the total stamps of all values used in this period. If all telegraph
messages had to bear stamps then, in this one year alone 75% X 15m. =
11m.+ of the 1/- denomination would be used. Now that present a real
problem requiring closer examination.
We are already told that, as far as the London Exchange was
concerned, there was an accounting system in operation - albeit
unofficial - which is offered as one explanation as to how the system was
exploited for the benefit of the fraudsters. So why did the stamps
need to be applied to ALL of the forms ?
An examination of the standard form implies that a member of
the public would, indeed, offer their message to the clerk who would
assess the fee required, apply, or supply, the requisite value in postage
stamps which would, in turn, be affixed to the form and then
obliterated. The form required that it be separately date stamped in the
box provided to specifically record the date of the message and the
stamp would presumably also be obliterated to prevent reuse.
Now with a Broker based accounting system at the Stock
Exchange there is no need whatsoever to offer stamps by way of receipt
for the fee paid. If the forms were passed over the counter having
stamps already affixed, or if stamps were purchased for this purpose,
then so well and good. The system of accounting, we are told, was
formally and officially introduced in 1872. At around this time the
embossed pre-stamped forms were also introduced. All of this makes
perfect sense if we assume that the procedures were being streamlined
and to avoid the excessive use of postage stamps which were, after all,
designed and produced for another purpose. The numbers involved
were so large that this is a logical step forward. And therein lies the
problem.
It has never been suggested that the sacks of waste paper
contained Telegraph forms bearing no stamps at all which,
surely, must have been the case. I would suggest that the vast
majority had no stamps on them at all.
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This must have been the case because if ALL of the 1/- postage
stamps were used for no other purpose than as a telegraph fee in 1872
then there would still be a shortfall. You may wish to take issue with
my figures quoted above but extend this argument over two years and it
must exacerbate the position. The total messages in 1872 and 1873 was
over 32m. but the total stamps printed from plates 5 and 6 was less than
22m. - this very simplistic piece of arithmetic suggests that a very large
number of messages were sent without the forms actually bearing
stamps. An accounting system of some sort must have therefore been in
place to avoid the wholesale use of postage stamps.
Let me take this one step further. Is there any evidence that the
“ waste paper ” sacks did not contain a good proportion of unstamped that is bearing NO postage stamps - forms ? The above figures simply
establish that this MUST have been the case.
There is no specific record that I can trace of the number of
recorded forgeries but a reasonable guess, proffered by Dr. Ray, is that
there are around 600 copies from Plate 5 and some 86 from Plate 6.
Whilst on this point it is interesting to note the vast majority of
the examples that I will illustrate in due course are on pieces of paper
and I have not traced very many examples from this first find in Gibbons
stock which originally numbered " over 100 " and were subsequently
reported to be around " 300 copies ". It would seem reasonable to
assume that I would have come across a high proportion from this
original find but this is not the case. Perish the thought that some of
these examples may have been re-affixed to parts of forms to make
them more attractive to sell ! Or could it be that many from this
original find were “ sacrificed “ to the authorities as some form of
scapegoat ?
Over a large number of years it is reasonable to assume that the
number of examples of any particular item found in collections reflects
the usage of that stamp - except if there were extraordinary
circumstances surrounding its proper use. This value may well be one
such instance. A detailed inspection of a specialised collection of G.B.
stamps of this period, in The British Library, involved the analysis of
reconstructed plates comprising used copies from both plates 5 and 6.
Of these 480 used copies there were only six examples bearing London
Stock Exchange date-stamps, all within the relevant period. This means
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that out of a random selection of this value only just over 1% of the
copies had their origin in the London Stock Exchange. This is not such a
surprising statistic if one bears in mind the fate of the vast majority of
used copies of this stamp. What is surprising is the large number of
forgeries bearing the same relevant date-stamps. Assuming that these all
came from the same source, namely a waste paper warehouse, then one
ought to expect the examples to turn up in the same proportions as
they were used. But this is just not the case. There are statistically
far more forgeries in existence than there should be.
Another feature of this article is the fine photographs of two
Plate 6 forgeries. These will be analysed later but at this stage it is
important to point out that in one case there are two different
date-stamps involved, one under the stamp and the other on top of the
stamp. The two dates may, or may not, be the same. In the other case
the two date-stamps appear to be the same.
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THE SIXTH COMMENTARY
A History of British Postage Stamps - Appendix IV The Stock Exchange Forgery by T. Todd published in 1941.
Of all the accounts written on this matter this is the one which
provides the most embellished and imaginative interpretation of the
events surrounding this forgery. If we look carefully at what this
commentary says about the circumstances of which we have some
certain knowledge then this may provide us with some clues about the
veracity of other matters raised.
The first claim is that the Post Office knew the identity of the
forger but were unable to prove their case. This is clearly contrary to
the records now available.
Next we read that more than ten million copies of the 1/- value
were being used every year which is one interpretation of the previous
statistics and confirms that the basic stamp should be relatively
commonplace. This is confirmed by the catalogue value and the
relatively high value of unused copies.
Then we are told that the forger ".....set to work to engrave a die
and to make a plate.....". The forgeries are certainly not an engraved
production so this statement must be discounted. We should not,
however, discount the possibility that some form of die may well have
been prepared at some point in preparing a master image which was
used as a basis for a lithographic process if the use of photography is
ruled out.
The report on how the telegraph forms were handled is
categorical that the sender affixed their own stamps having purchased
them from the clerk and then handed the form back for processing. This
surely is an account of only one possible, but unlikely, scenario.
We are then taken to the proposition that the forger ceased his
operation in 1872 and retired from his post on grounds of ill health. This
is contrary to the facts in that some Plate 6 copies are dated 1873,
implying that the fraud continued, and the retirement of one of the main
personnel was recorded by the Post Office as being on grounds of
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lameness. Such basic inconsistencies only help to perpetuate the legend
of the fraud against the Post Office.
When dealing with the discovery in 1898 we are told that Chas.
Nissen noticed the errors of lettering and that long newspaper articles
appeared about the Stock Exchange Forgery. Neither of these
statements reflect the Nissen and Melville versions nor that in the
Gibbons original article.
Another problem is caused by the introduction of a Mr A. J.
Waldegrave who, it is claimed, both played a major part in the second
round of inquiries around 1915 but also turned journalist to write, in
the Observer in January 1938, a lengthy article on this matter. This is
reproduced, presumably in full, and merely reinforces the element of
fiction that has crept into the story. Some of the dates referred to are
out of step with the Dr. Ray version and our mysterious letter writer
turns up as a workman employed on the repair of the warehouse roof.
Journalistic license is surely playing a part in this story.
All in all this narrative only serves to increase the doubt of the
integrity of the " official " story. It does not help us to find the truth but
the collection of popular myths merely makes the whole event, as
broadcast, even more unbelievable. If basic facts cannot run through all
versions of the story then the whole underlying story may well be a
work of fiction.
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THE SEVENTH COMMENTARY
British Stamps by James Mackay (1985)
A very short narrative but one which introduces yet a few more
interesting pieces of evidence.
Early in the piece we are told that this fraud may have netted as
much as £50,000 for its perpetrators over a period of five years. This is
the first time that this time scale has been referred to. Five years takes
us to 1877 when the whole situation changes and when the relevant
stamps had long since been superseded. There is no record of dates of
obliteration after June 1873 and there are few from this era. So where
does this idea come from and why is it so boldly stated ?
It merely serves once again to cause doubt on the credibility of
the whole story.
The second point is that we are given another version of the
Stock Exchange procedures. Here we are told that the sender passed
the form over with the cash and the clerk affixed the stamps and
cancelled them. Now while this may be one of the possible sequence of
events the author does not give us the opportunity of considering
alternatives and promotes this as the reason why unused copies are
unknown. This is a weakness in the narrative.
Again we are told that Nissen discovered the forgery through
the error of lettering and that "..... it is now known (1985) that stamps
purporting to come from Plates 4 to 7 were fraudulently used.....". Now this
is very suspicious and does not help the traditional version at all. What
is Mackay's evidence for this statement ? Surely such an important
discovery would be worthy of greater explanation and much wider
publicity. To have knowledge of other plates and other dates would be
of significant philatelic importance. One can't help feeling that this is a
completely unwarranted embellishment of the story but on the other
hand when news of another find was mooted in 1909 then a whole fresh
bunch of forgeries appeared.
Towards the end we find that the individual upon whom
suspicion fell not only retired early from the postal service but died of
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alcoholic poisoning in 1883. This would have made the interview in 1913
(?) an interesting experience if we are talking about the same person.
And so the myth grows, constantly fuelled by speculative and unproven
stories without any supporting evidence.
With so many areas in which this commentary is inconsistent
with the other evidence the reader is again invited to find that there is
far more to this story than any cursory article can possibly cover.
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THE EIGHTH COMMENTARY
British Stamps by Patrick Hamilton (1948)
Again this is a very short article but it does introduce yet
another unique " fact " into the literature of this phenomenon.
There is a categorical statement that ".....all copies known were
found on telegraph forms used at the Stock Exchange Telegraph Office....."
which does not explain what was claimed to be the original find of over
100 loose stamps in the stock of Stanley Gibbons, but more importantly
it goes on to say ".....the check letters in some cases made impossible
combinations, even letters after T in the alphabet being used.....".
Yet a further and completely unnecessary statement which is
unsupported by the evidence. Nowhere has there been another report
that lettering after T was employed. This would be another very
important find and of considerable interest to scholars and collectors of
this subject.
Another mythical and fanciful embellishment that is without
foundation.
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THE NINTH COMMENTARY
Postage Stamps of Great Britain Part III by Beaumont and
Easton.
As one would expect from such an important philatelic literary
work the presentation of the story is impeccably accurate in so far as
the facts are known. The important factor is that none of the emotional
and romantic mythical claims are in evidence. This is a pure recounting
of the philatelic relevance and contains only one stated fact with which I
will either question or disagree.
The only part of this narrative which causes me concern is the
repetition of the stated method of handling of the telegraph forms.
Again the implication is that the clerks both affixed the stamps and
obliterated them at the same time. This, once again, does not provide
for the possibility of more than one person processing the form and the
authors go on to say that ".....the trick ceased when it had fulfilled its
purpose......". This is a curious thing to say. What determined their
decision to stop ? The seemingly random spread of dates does not help
us for it has to be admitted that all the forgeries may, as yet, not have
come to light.
This authoritative source does not embark upon embellishments
and speculation and clearly omits many of the other unsupported claims
in respect of either the origin, uttering or investigation of this forgery.
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THE TENTH COMMENTARY
Extracts from the Harmer Forgery and Reference Collection
There is little written about the forgeries in this publication but it
does introduce the subject of the date-stamps used to obliterate them.
Reference is made to articles by Melville and Walske and there is
a short recount of a report by Col. Malcolm Burnett of the three
recorded types of date-stamp.
The interesting part is the reference to one of these types
appearing only on pieces of telegraph forms and never on the stamps.
This topic will be interrogated when dealing with the evidence of the
obliterations generally.
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THE ELEVENTH COMMENTARY
An article in John Bull magazine of January 1958
This article was taken from a book - ‘ Money of their Own ’ - by
Murray Teigh Bloom.
A finely written narrative which is easy to read and was not
aimed at the philatelist. The main perpetrator is called Jones but the
details of his age and post Stock Exchange history are identical to that
recorded against George Smith the interview with whom, in 1915, Dr.
Ray recounts in detail.
More facts abound !
This man was responsible for
lithographically producing perhaps 600,000 to 700,000 copies which
would pass unnoticed among the 48,598,800 legitimately printed stamp.
In 1870 the Exchange processed around 3000 wires a day, rising to
4,000 in 1871 and past 5,000 during 1872. The method of handling is
said to involve the clerk assessing the value of the message, taking the
money and handing the from and the stamp to the sender who affixed
the stamp and handed it back for processing. The clerk ..... “ would cancel
the stamp with a rubber handstamp ”..... patently an inaccurate description.
The commentary goes on to say that the “ rubber stamp (was)
particularly well inked so that no one after that could pick up any stray,
variant details ”. The article says that he continued late into 1872 having
manipulated some £35,000 worth of forgeries. At 20/- to the Sterling
Pound this represents some 700,000 copies which were involved !! The
myth gets better !
As to the discovery we learn some more. Nissen is going
through 100 stamps ‘ on paper ’ bought from a waste paper dealer. He
claimed the designs were blurred and on soaking some of them off
discovered that they had no watermark. He found that MOST of the
examples were without watermark but were all used on 23 July 1872.
To broadcast his news to the philatelic world he took his discovery to
Messrs. Stanley Gibbons.
This lengthy article is certainly a good read but is not too helpful
if you are seeking out the facts ! What it does do, however, is to
reinforce the broad picture of how this phenomenon was presented.
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THE TWELFTH COMMENTARY
Gibbons Stamp Monthly of December 1990
A Mystery within a Mystery - an article by Dr. Ian Ray.
This long article is one of the later serious mentions of the Stock
Exchange forgery in philatelic literature. Dr. Ray had obviously been
troubled by one particular item in his collection. I have included this
item in my Exhibits. It is one of the highest total value piece bearing a
forgery and is dated 1 July 1872. The three stamps - the 1/- forgery, a
badly centred 2/- and a badly centred 9d. - are barely joined together
with what is the smallest amount of paper, from a form, that can be
sustained and yet effectively connect these stamps.
The introduction rehearses the story according to Ray. He then
introduces two of the three date stamps - type 2 and type 3 - and points
out that two of the strikes are of similar orientation while the third, that
on the 9d., is completely at odds. He discovered that the 9d. stamp had
been affixed OVER a type 2 date stamp and the subsequent type 3 date
stamp on the stamp itself had been deliberately aligned to match the
parts of the type 2 still showing on the form ! But that is not the really
strange thing ! The 9d. stamp and the forgery not only touch but the
9d. is on TOP of the forgery ; the date stamp on the 9d. goes UNDER
the perforations of the forgery ; the type 3 date stamp is on the
perforation of the 9d. but this in turn covers the cancellation on the
form. Dr. Ray, understandably is hard pressed to explain this situation.
He asks ....“ why was this done and when was it done ?”... - he suspected
that this had been ...” doctored in recent times to enhance its value, a sort of
forgery of a forgery “... but went on to suggest that it had been done in
1872 by the original perpetrators to cover up some other defect in
appraising the correct cost of the telegram by applying a SUITABLY
DATED 9d. stamp to the form. As Ray also says, the piece is too small
to show any traces of other possible cancellation marks.
This article concludes ...” If any reader can think of a more plausible
explanation of the mystery surrounding this scrap of old telegraph form then I
should be very happy to hear it. “.......... I don’t believe that Dr. Ray would
realise that this very proposition could help to expose the total fraud
that this represents !!
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It occurs to me that this rather ragged example may have been
subjected to manipulation on more than one occasion in order to
embellish - or perhaps cover up a mistake - or to improve an
unconvincing arrangement. To achieve what Dr. Ray has highlighted the
piece must have been reworked by the perpetrators - but not well
enough !
In attempting to justify this, the highest denominated forgery
recorded, the whole basis of the fraud has been exposed. This is one of
the most blatant of the inexplicable combination of obliterations and
stamps but, as you will see, there are plenty of others which fall into the
same, or similar, category.
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THE THIRTEENTH COMMENTARY
The Philatelic Journal Of Great Britain of December 1972
The Stock Exchange Forgery and its Usage by Cmdr. M.S.L.
Burnett FRPSL
This is probably the most comprehensive article ever published
on this subject. It attempts to cover all aspects of the production and
use of these forgeries and it starts by stating that “ Information from
POST OFFICE RECORDS is published by permission of the
Post Office ”.
The article concludes with two Appendices: The first is a
chronological list of dates starting with the early introduction of Private
Telegraphs in 1846 and ending with the destruction of forms, dated 26
June 1872, in the G.P.O. Furnace on 13 June 1940. The second is a
limited list of other sources, all of which I list here.
There are NO official sources quoted although there are many
references to such documentation.
The narrative starts with the discovery of the forgeries which
promulgates yet another version of the story. Here we are told that in
1898 “ ..... some workmen brought into the shop of London dealer,
Charles Nissen, a bundle of old British postage stamps and offered to
sell them to him them were .....”. Apparently there were over a
thousand stamps and these were purchased by Nissen.
“ .... Among them were 486 shilling green stamps, plate 5, all of
which had been cancelled at the London Stock Exchange Post Office on
one day - July 23rd 1872. To his surprise he found that 307 of these
shilling stamps differed from the other 179 stamps in a number of ways,
and were undoubtedly forgeries......”.
A list follows examining the facts that ( a ) they had no
watermark ( b ) only certain corner letters were evident of which some
were of the “ impossible ” category and ( c ) the printing of 307
examples were not so clear as the others and the shade of green
differed.
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This is a quite remarkable commentary on this ‘ discovery ’ and
contains details which cannot be sustained by the current information
available today. If the numbers of the stamps claimed to be available
were true, then that would surely be reflected by current analysis and it
most certainly is not. The only conclusion that I can arrive at is that
Malcolm Burnett was writing from information supplied from a source
which was intent in making sure that the original story was reinforced.
If this is true, then the information was supplied by a person who was
still alive around 1970, or was a close relative of such person, which may
assist in establishing the source.
At every turn the reader is bombarded with information which
apparently comes from authenticated sources but adds little to the
credibility of the events. In many cases they are in contradiction with
other claims and this starts with the “ Highmore Enquiry of 1898-99 ”
when the findings tell us that “ many thousands of genuine shilling
stamps of the 1872 issue were found, evidently taken off telegrams dealt
with at the Stock Exchange, but also at other Post Offices in London and
the Provinces. .... ”. In this group ( of thousands of genuine stamps )
were 411 with different Stock Exchange cancellations dated 14 April; 10
June; 23 October ; and 30 November 1872. So where are all these
today ? The story is at conflict with the narrative that all the original find
were ‘ used ’ on the 23 July 1872 and other dates were discovered
some 10 years later ! It must be assumed that these statistics are
designed to mislead collectors into believing that the scale of the events
was much larger and therefore more credible. So how can the rest of
the narrative be given any credibility ?
When we get to item 9 of this story we are told ;
“ ..... some ten years ago ( - 1962 ? ) I was lucky to get from
Nissen ( ? Harry Nissen - the son of Charles Nissen ) on approval his
stock book containing over a hundred copies of the Plate 5 forgery,
priced at up to five pounds each. Considering that the auction
realisation of an average copy is now ( 1972 ) about thirty pounds, I
realise now that I was foolish not to have bought more than the ten
copies which started this study ..... ”.
This is just too close for my comfort !
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It may well be an accurate account of the events but what now
follows provides many of the facts which Dr. Ray includes in his
excellent work. So the origin of much of this information - not
supported by hard evidence in the form of actual material - may have
come from the Nissen family as late as 1962 or even 1970 ?
Certainly this extensive work does provided many interesting
statistics relating to affairs of the Stock Exchange and there is no reason
to not accept many of the figures given in relation to the use of the
Telegraph service. Indeed, part of the exercise in understanding the
relevance of this text, is to filter out that which may be conjecture or
unsubstantiated commentary in favour of those facts which are pertinent
to the underlying story.
One element of the story which can be specifically allocated to
Burnett’s researches is the use of the three different hand-stamps.
These are accurately detailed and their various uses are analysed
although some of the conclusions may require closer investigation.
Again, one cannot dispute the statistical evidence but it is open to
alternative interpretation.
Paragraph 11 refers to the detailed analysis of the hand-stamps
and appears to be very accurate.
Paragraph 12 deals with the use of the three types and comes to
some conclusions as to their use based upon observations as to their
frequency of employment. A theory is expounded because there were
aspects of their use which “ puzzled ” the author. It is suggested that “
......stockbroking firms were allowed to hand their telegrams across the
counter for dispatch without applying stamps or paying for the cost of
the telegram. The firms were later billed for the cost of the telegrams
sent. They were provided with special forms for use at the Stock
Exchange Offices only, which accorded them the privilege of sending
telegrams on credit and not for cash......”.
The narrative goes on to say “ ..... forms handed in over the
counter without stamps sometimes received an impression of the Type
A date-stamp in the space provided for stamps , but the stamps
themselves were not affixed till later, after the message had been sent.
These were later cancelled by the Type B date-stamp, at the
convenience of the organiser of the swindle .......”
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MY POINT IS SIMPLE - JUST HOW MUCH LATER WAS THIS DONE ?
Paragraph 13 demonstrates that there were three types of form
- the vast majority were of the standard ‘ Stock Exchange ’ format but
there are examples of fragments from forms which were available for
use by the general public However, no conclusion is drawn from this
abnormality.
ALMOST CERTAINLY SUCH FORMS WERE TO BE FOUND IN THE
WASTE SACKS AND THE DIFFERENCE WAS NOT SPOTTED BY
THE FRAUDSTERS !
This excellent and valuable study of the circumstances
surrounding the forgery does highlight many of the unusual features that
I have identified but, with respect to the late Malcolm Burnett, he does
not appear to have arrived at any other solutions to the abnormalities
he identified other, than conforming with the myth and its variations.
I can only conclude my analysis of this article by saying that, in
my opinion, it is the most complete and comprehensive work on this
fascinating subject. It contains illustrations and breakdowns of the
available information which mean that it is a most scholarly and
informative work on the subject but it completely fails to recognise that
all the problems he identifies can be explained if you look at what I say is
the most likely scenario of all.
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THE FOURTEENTH COMMENTARY
Under the Gum by James A. Mackay 1997 - Chapter 20
As part of his comprehensive work on British Postage Stamps
the author explores the story of the Stock Exchange Forgery in Chapter
20. This is an enthralling account of all aspects of this philatelic
phenomenon and takes much of the information from the early articles
and collection of Dr. Ian Ray but adds more detailed information as to
the personalities involved. A wealth of detail is incorporated in the
narrative and there are some elements which appear to unnecessarily
embellish the story but the author is a journalist and the temptation to
add more flair to the story must have been hard to resist.
The recounting of the discovery of the forged stamps is
fundamentally different to other reports. Here we are told that Charles
Nissen actually discovered stamps in his own stock - apparently noticing
the errors of lettering - and visited Stanley Gibbons to examine their
stock. He drew their attention to similar examples among their stock.
Charles Phillips, the then proprietor of Stanley Gibbons, arranged for
these forgeries to be publicised and drew the attention of the Inland
Revenue to the alleged fraud. All of this can be found in Dr. Ray’s work
but more details are included here which add little to the story.
Interestingly it is claimed that when investigating the premises of
Frederick Ewen - the Watford general dealer held to be the distributing
source of the forged material - the police removed a stock of used
stamps said to have been worth £4000. A quite extraordinary sum for
the time - and this man was not even a London specialist stamp dealer !
Maybe the source of the fine used material - a repository for
waste paper at Croxley Mill near Watford - was more lucrative than
was imagined. Interestingly Ewan’s shop was situated on a road/footpath
which connected, at the time, directly to the paper mill which would
support the supposition that this dealer may have played some part in
the story. He, or rather his daughter, was, at the time, a major vendor
of fine used surface printed high values of G.B. - according to many
contemporary advertisements in the widely distributed magazine “ The
Bazaar ”. The authorities were rightly concerned at what was seen as a
breach of security with used telegraph forms being liberated. Could this
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be the reason why the forgery became more widely publicised ? To
distract the establishment from looking too closely at the considerable
market in fine used, often high face value, postage stamps being made
available to collectors fro confidential source. By initiating an inquiry
into a supposed forgery against the Post Office by the authorities and
the breach of security highlighted by the telegraph forms, the
investigation would distracted the officials from the more important
philatelic trade in fine used material. If Mackay is to be believed then
the Stock Exchange forgeries were, to some extent, sacrificed to divert
attention from the major business derived from the waste paper sacks !
Presumably the pilfering from the waste paper sacks continued
while there was still material available and this could explain why a
second “ forgery ” was promoted. During the first decade of the
twentieth century the market in the stamps of Great Britain was being
vigorously promoted as the then Prince of Wales was being recognised
as a serious collector and was to give much dignity to the ‘ King of
Hobbies and the Hobby of Kings ’.
There is no doubt that serious investigations into the appearance
of the “ forgeries ” were initiated and reports were made up to very
senior levels and that some waste material from the Mill was either
purchased or confiscated and officially incinerated. Better to destroy
the forgery - and used telegraph forms - than stimulate an investigation
into more valuable philatelic material of unlawful origin.
Mackay states that many thousands of Stock Exchange Forgeries
- he quotes some 2498 copies - were disposed of by the authorities and
while there is little evidence to confirm that only the forgeries were so
dealt with it could be that the waste paper sacks had now served their
purpose. The basic laws of supply and demand govern prices in the
philatelic market as in other collecting fields and it would be a natural
process to limit the availability of what was to be actually quite scarce
material. Once the market for both the “ Forgery ” and contemporary
surface printed high values had been established it would be of no
consequence to deliberately limit the supply. After all, there must have
been a considerable number of stamps in the alleged many tons of waste
paper destroyed both before and after the “ event ”.
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THE FIFTEENTH COMMENTATOR
The Mystery of the Shilling Green - Fred. J. Melville 1926 with
additions c. 2006
An expanded version of this publication is currently available on
the Internet.
This was originally produced as a small booklet apparently in an
attempt to promote the story that had been broadcast many years
before and presumably to reawaken some interest in this philatelic
phenomenon.
The narrative is most definitely a tongue in cheek rendition of
the established fable. It is couched in somewhat romantic language and
gives very detailed account which supports the main story and is
designed to leave the reader in no doubt that this forgery was
engineered in the Stock Exchange in the early 1870’s.
There are subsequent additions to this work, in full colour,
which are incorporated into the publication and probably date from
around 2006 - although I cannot be certain about this date - but
sufficient to say that in recent times this has been revisited without any
further interrogation of the veracity of the story.
You may find it interesting that within the last ten years a
somewhat concerted attempt has been made to elaborate upon the
story by adding more illustrations in an attempt to reinforce the
established version of events. I find the timing interesting as it comes
very shortly after I announced my researches into this matter had found
that “ all was not well in the state of Denmark ” at the Philatelic
Congress of Great Britain in 2005 .
My detailed comments on this publication follow :
My copy of this publication has been sourced from the Internet
and it has been expanded and amended to include items which are post
the original publication date but, interestingly, without any reference as
to whom effected the changes and when. So some anonymous person
has seen fit to elaborate upon the original work and this simply
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increases my cynicism that this is a complete scam. In fact, the additions
serve to show that there are, indeed, some fundamental flaws in the
original story.
Now I will focus on this version of the yarn as it must emanate
from the main figures involved and will give their version of what
apparently took place.
Chapter 1
There is an opening statement which says that “(the mystery)
will probably remain unravelled to the end of time .” It also claims that
“ the crime is half a century old .” It goes on to say that “ Mr. Nissen
was going through some Queen Victoria shilling green stamps, which
had been used on telegrams in 1872, and noted that there were some
with rather blurred impressions amongst the lot. ” It goes on to say
that he soaked some off and found no watermark and also then says that
“ some too, bore corner letters never meant to go in pair ”. “ The
philatelist had struck the clue to a great and clever fraud. ”
Actually Stanley Gibbons original article, which is reproduced in
the text, said that “ we have found in our stock a very large number of
counterfeits ......” They also state that “ only certain vertical rows of
letters are found ”. But none of this mentioned.
It then says “ Detective stories should be worked out
backwards, so they say, but this is no fictional romance, so it may as well
be taken from the beginning. ” It then proceeds to cast blame on “
One person alive today might answer the mystery.” Concluding that “
the lips of that person are sealed. ”
An interesting start but it does not address the precise
circumstances of the discovery. Why not I wonder ? If there was
nothing to hide then why not elaborate upon the finding of this
spectacular phenomenon. None of the stories are actually definitive
about the precise circumstances of the “ find ”, not even from the
people who actually claimed the event for themselves - when given the
perfect opportunity.
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Chapter 2
A series of facts and seemingly factual accounts of the Telegraphs
operation in the UK but the temptation to attribute blame to the Post
Office, when having to greatly increase their staffing numbers, by
implying that they “ took into its service the culprit who was to
manipulate the only forgeries of postage stamps etc....”. There is still
no evidence that this actually took place but the seeds of doubt are
being sown. Journalistic licence comes to mind.
Chapter 3
More facts about the shilling green stamp, its production and use.
The suggestion is that the number of stamps produced around 1872 was
increased to cater for the demand for its use on telegrams. It quotes
over 45 million stamps being produced but this is for the period from
August 1867 to July 1873 so it misleads as to the telegraphic
requirement but suggesting that there was a great increase in the use of
the one shilling stamp from 1870. There are plenty of statistics but no
proper analysis.
Chapter 4
This is very interesting as it addresses the procedures employed
in the Telegraph Office, including the proposition that it remains
unaltered to today ( 1926 that is ). Again we would expect that this
would be a definitive account of what took place as it is fundamental to
the story being promoted.
The facts recounted are :
i - The message was written by the sender and passed across the
counter for assessment by the clerk.
ii - Money was passed to the clerk who returned the form, with
the appropriate stamp(s) for affixing to the form.
iii - The form, with stamp(s) added. was then passed back to the
clerk who immediately cancelled the stamp(s) with the office date stamp.
iv - The forms were then filed for a period, then stored for years
before being destroyed.
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The theory proposed is that the clerk actually substituted the
forged stamps for genuine ones and took ‘ care ’ in obliterating them to
cover up defects in the production - if he knew of any. The suggestion is
that “ thousands ” of the stamps were used daily and that there was
complicity between the clerk and the forger or gang of forgers. No
explanation is offered as to how the alleged fraud was completed. The
forgeries have to be imported into the office and the rewards can only
be realised when those substituted are liquidated.
There is absolutely no mention of the forms being processed the
“ following day ” so the explanation of how the forgeries were applied
over existing postmarks is not even considered. A big mistake - relying
upon ignorance on the part of collectors, indeed there is a
demonstration of contempt for those looking further into this issue.
The leakages from the waste paper store are referred to
suggesting that they took place before 1898 and then there was a large
leak in 1898 and another in 1910 giving rise to the appearance of the
forgeries.
This commentary ignores the fact that no complete forms were
recorded with or without stamps and that there were very few stamps
used at the Stock Exchange telegraph office in any event. The records
show that the stamps recovered bearing Stock Exchange obliterations
probably greatly exceeded the number of genuine stamps so cancelled
so there must be something wrong with the story as repeated.
The narrative makes no mention of the credit system in
operation to satisfy the demands of the Stock Exchange operators
which, according to the figures, must have been quite significant. This
system would have given rise to forms being used without postage
stamps.
No mention is made of the instruction on the form that the date
stamp should be struck in the space provided - as is evidenced by those
surviving part forms showing that this did actually take place.
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Chapter 5
Recounts that this was a long sustained scheme. It charts the use
of Plate 5 and Plate 6 stamps and suggests that the “ scheme ” was in
use at least from June 3 1872 to 13 June 1873 but the only evidence is
from the dates on the post marks on the forgeries and there is no
evidence from any other source. It suggests that the initial find of “ over
100 ” Plate 5 copies represented but a fraction of the forgeries used on
that day. Completely untrue. After some 90 years there is absolutely no
evidence to support this. A complete account of conjecture to support
the story that the extent of the fraud was far greater than it was.
Chapter 6
The genuine stamps are explained.
Chapter 7
The details of Plate 5 forgeries are listed.
Chapter 8
The details of Plate 6 forgeries are listed highlighting the
differences with the examples from the other plate.
Chapter 9
Entitled “ A Muse on the Mystery ” it quotes from Keats and
includes “ Open wide the mind’s cage door ”. Just what is needed here
!! It paints an imaginary picture of the clerk who is pictured as the
perpetrator of this “ fraud ”. What a nonsense. There is no evidence
for any of this romantic rhetoric. It is pure fiction. But it does show
that whomsoever was responsible for this episode was confident that
they had ‘ got away with it ’. And so they had !
Let me now turn to the illustrations.
The first illustration of a forgery shows a date of 28 June 1872.
It is a fine, cleanly struck date stamp which is, in itself, a rarity. It raises
the spectre of a series of fabricated date stamps which may be forgeries
but it is clear evidence of the existence of believable date stamps used
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for obliterating the forgeries. These no doubt existed, but what was
their provenance ? Was there any pattern in their use ?
Looking at specifics :
Most of the first 20 are from Plate 5 and appear to be loose
stamps or stuck on minuscule pieces of paper - many with multiple
strikes. I deal with this phenomenon in the main paper. Why are they
not on more recognisable pieces of form ? If they have been soaked
off, so be it, but why keep them on ridiculously small pieces of paper ?
Just perhaps this was the result of sticking them to parts of forms which
had no other features - much in the same way as Jefferey’s forgeries - in
an attempt to give them some credibility - as if they were on cover.
The next 18 include one used with a 3d. which is damaged and is
on top of the Forgery.
The next 20 are similar to the first group.
Then we have a selection including four on piece with other
denominations. All of these are either damaged or wing margin copies
and all are on top of the Forgery and the lower pair are on top of a
different style of date stamp. A common feature of such pieces.
The next 20 are from Plate 6. The same comment applies as to
the first group.
Apart from 13 singles, to which the previous observations apply,
there is a single on a piece with a damaged 3d. and damaged 6d. The
date stamp ties look odd to say the least. In fact the tie at the top with
the 6d. and the Forgery just does not match up ! It has been fudged !
Now we come to the “ Additional Pictures ”. By whom were
they added and why ?
Then we are given extra published articles - 1938 P.J.G.B. by
H.R.H. ( Harry Harmer ? ) repeating the Observer article by
Waldegrave, also in 1938, which has many inaccuracies, and attempts
are made to correct, for no apparent reason - except to keep the story
straight. So how many are involved in this cover up ?
Then an
anonymous article providing little information but serving to reinforce
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the concocted story. Next an article from Linn’s Stamp News of 1983
with a journalist’s very brief repetition of the Melville story. Followed
by “ Philately’s Perfect Crime ” by Arthur W. Jain - reprinted from
Scotts Monthly Journal of December 1935. Another rendition of the
Melville story using many of the words and expressions previously seen.
A blatant attempt to just reinforce the story.
So why these additions, which have been added recently, to
bolster up the original publication ? It is an anonymous feature which is
suspicious because if it is to have any merit then it must have
provenance. So the story lives on with current day promotion. I do not
have to wonder why, because there are many collectors and dealers
who have been aware, over the years, of my interest in having this
phenomenon re-examined. They are aware that I regard the whole
story as a fabrication. If this were not so then they need do nothing.
The fact that someone has, probably means that they recognise my
investigation as having some substance and if my proposition is given
credibility then there is something to be lost !
One of the illustrations is quite interesting. It is piece dated 16
July 1872, it comprises a forgery ‘ D H ’ in combination with a 3d. with
the item superimposed on a blank telegraph form. The form is of a later
type bearing an impressed 1s. stamp but, more importantly, it is a type
of form not dedicated for use at the Stock Exchange. The clue is in the
different wording which is specific to the ‘ normal ’ telegraph form
available for public use.
The use of other forms has been mentioned but to find an
example in this publication is quite unusual in that it demonstrates that
the author(s) is unaware of the implication that other forms introduce.
What does this examination of the booklet add ?
Probably very little, but on further analysis it certainly reinforces
my concerns that there a distinct problem with the author’s credibility
on the matter of the origin of this Forgery.
I am also concerned that so many of the forgeries were available
by photograph for this pamphlet in 1926. Perhaps the photographs
were a lot older - there is no certain way of telling - but it does occur
to me that this was actually a sort of “sales brochure” promoting the
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forgeries. There are few records of the sales in any event. Many have
been offered by auction in the last 40 years and examples always seem
to be available but there is little to confirm just how many may have
been sold over the years. Some of those in the photographs have
turned up and are included in my exhibits so they have passed into
circulation.
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PRINTING THE FORGERY
The original stamps were what is known as ‘surface’ printed by a
letterpress process. This would have led earlier commentators to
presume that the forgery was also printed by the same method. This
poses two questions.
Even as late as the 1960’s this remained the presumption as it is
often very difficult to distinguish between used examples of letterpress
and lithograph printed stamps. BUT in Melville’s 1926 publication he
categorically stated that the forgeries were lithographed which tells us
that he knew more about the production than was recognised by
experienced collectors some forty years later !!
Was this quality of detailed lithographic printing available to the
printing trade as early as 1870 ? It must be presumed that the quality of
the production was achieved by some photographic process as there are
no discernible errors in the engraving which can be attributed with
certainty to an engraved forgery - as is evidenced in most other
engraved forgeries of the late 19th. Century and which enables them to
be identified. Here the discrepancies are very minor and could have
resulted from errors in preparing and laying down a lithographic
transfer.
This has caused me to investigate these methods of
printing more closely.
What is perhaps significant is that there was an exhibition on
Paris in 1895 where various printers from around the world were
invited to contribute their products for consideration. The main topic
appears to be advances in lithographic production which resulted in
many official institutions - including stamp producing authorities interrogating and displaying the latest advances in this printing technique.
Could this have included progress with the latest advances in
photolithography using other than lithographic stones ?
Until I came across what I believe to be a genuine stamp being
used in place of a forgery the question of how the forgeries were
produced was never uppermost in my mind. I had assumed that what
was offered as a forgery was always the case. There are a couple of
basic identifying features which are well documented in the initial
reports but the forgeries are, in general, obliterated by more than one,
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and in many cases, several date stamps making it difficult to carry out a
thorough inspection. So are some genuine stamps being passed off as
forgeries by adding more obliterations to defeat casual inspection ?
Another aspect of this phenomenon is that it is very hard to
establish when and how these “Stock Exchange Forgeries” were first
offered for sale to collectors.
The market had certainly gained
momentum after the 1940’s but it is not obvious that they were being
actively traded before that.
Melville’s 1926 original publication
illustrated a large number of the forgeries of both plates and a few on
piece. Some of these have been traced to subsequent collections and
other sources so there must have been some trading activity. It is not
part of my exposition to analyse how the fraudsters marketed their
product but it is sufficient to comment that when you look at the more
recent and substantial commentaries - taking Comdr. Malcolm Burnett
for example - it does occur to me that they actually promoted the
phenomenon and this may go some way to explaining why they were
not more diligently interrogated. The story gets better ! It is only in
Burnett’s report that there is any mention as to their contemporary
monetary value. So some were purchased from the dealer Harry
Nissen for £5 each in 1962 (?) when he states that there were many
more such items apparently available. In 1972 the commentary suggests
the current value was some £ 30. Currently, in 2015, they are changing
hands for in excess of £ 300 with those from Plate 6 or the so-called
impossible lettering or on piece commanding, or at least being offered,
at even higher prices.
It could well be that there was some doubt about their integrity
from general collectors from the very start. Please remember that there
was very little by way of publicity available at the beginning of the 20th
Century apart from newspapers and a few specialist periodicals. Now
the position is different and it would be easy to promote such a fraud,
even if it lacks credibility. This really adds to the mystery of the total
picture. I cannot get away from the conclusion that this was a total
fraud on collectors and that it did not gain any early momentum
otherwise in 1926 it would not have been possible to illustrate so many
examples in one place. I sometimes wonder where the remainder of
that stock is today !!
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THE ESTABLISHED INTERPRETATION.
Although the first Post Office inquiry came to nought the
subsequent inquiries of 1911 and 1915 certainly claim to have
researched many sacks of old forms containing many examples of the
forgery still attached to used Telegraph forms used during 1872. The
previous investigation had declared that all the date-stamps used were
".....undoubtedly genuine....." so faced with this position one is left with
little alternative but to accept that these forgeries were introduced at
the point at which they were used - namely the Stock Exchange.
Procedures for the processing of Telegraph forms were variable
in so far that in busy times the forms would be processed before stamps
were applied to pay for the message. With a state of some chaos abroad
it is little surprise that a cunning person would be able to apply stamps
from a source that was not authorised. Whether this required the
collusion of more than one person must remain a matter of conjecture
but it clearly was an operation which could only take place in some
privacy.
The raiding of waste paper sacks for used stamps was a fairly
common practice and it is quite by chance that the investigators should
uncover forms bearing the forged 1/- values. Dealers were initially keen
to purchase stamps from this source because once they were soaked off
the paper they were left with very presentable fine used copies for
which there was a ready demand. When it was discovered that they
were handling stamps with no watermark they were quick to respond
by making sure that this particular value remained on its original paper
as this made the selling of the item " as seen " much easier. The fact that
the forgery was later to become much more valuable was a factor which
they did not apparently seem to consider at the time. The stamps, then
on piece, became collectors items as this gave credibility to the status of
the forgery without having to deal with check letters or watermark
detectors.
There is nothing in Dr. Ray's paper which does not fit the
accepted version of events. One may advance all sorts of arguments to
illustrate minor differences in the application of the forgeries but you
must remember that when this material came into circulation it was
recognised that criminal offences may be involved and an air of secrecy
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would naturally prevail. For the truth to appear immediately on the
surface is expecting far too much having regard to all the circumstances.
It is perfectly reasonable for any story to be embellished to make
it more readable and it could be argued that there is nothing in the
accepted versions that detract from the principle that this was a
contemporary forgery of 1872.
You are, of course, invited to make up your own minds upon
how you feel about the story as originally promoted and subsequently
embellished ...............
............. but before you do, please look at the following evidence.
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SOME STATISTICS
Only after I had been looking at the circumstances of the
Forgery for some time it did occur to me that there was some
enormous discrepancy in the figures quoted by various sources. I will list
the various elements of the relevant equations.
The numbers of 1/- stamps printed - S.G. 115/117:
As quoted by Charles Nissen in “ The British Philatelist “
Plate 4 18.480 M

Earliest recorded usage - August 1867

Plate 5 13.318 M

Earliest recorded usage - April 1871

Plate 6

8.400 M

Earliest recorded usage - May 1872

Plate 7

8.400 M

Earliest recorded usage - January 1873

Plate 8

8.400 M

Earliest recorded usage - Sept. 1873

N.B. Forms stamped with a 1/- embossed stamp were introduced
in 1872 and this may serve to explain the decrease in printed numbers
of the postage stamp used at this time.
The numbers of telegraphs sent :
As quoted by Fred. Melville in “ The Postage Stamp “ - 25 June 1910
1870
1871
1872
1873

8.606 M
11.760 M +
14.858 M +
17.346 M +

These figures serve to show just how many telegraph
transactions were taking place at the Stock Exchange Post Office
counter and this would perhaps reinforce the argument that within this
volume of operation it was perfectly possible for the fraud to have taken
place.
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How the Telegraph Forms were stamped :
Dr. Ray has given the following figures relating to the “ 1915
Post Office ” investigation. This is supposedly taken from the small
sample allegedly recovered from one of the sacks containing the
Forgery. All of these were claimed to be used on one day - 24 June
1872 - although I have some doubt as to the integrity of this particular
date.
Forms bearing a Genuine 1/- stamp
712
35.8 %
Forms bearing a Forged 1/- stamp
724
36.4 %
Forms bearing an Embossed 1/- stamp
162
8.1 %
Forms bearing other value stamps
33
1.7 %
Damaged forms - genuine or embossed
30
1.5 %
Forms “ missing ”
329 16.5 %
Total forms interrogated
1990
From these figures one is left to wonder what comprised the so
- called “ missing ” forms and how they were stamped. The impression
we are left with is that these complete forms were recovered from the
sacks but this is not supported by the fact that there are no remaining
complete forms available for inspection today.
For them all to have been incinerated with only small parts of
forms being left for distribution to collectors just does not make sense.
This information is lacking provenance and does not add any credibility
to the circumstances of the fraud that is being promoted.
Analysis :
Without going into a very detailed analysis of possible
alternatives it is perfectly clear that there were far more telegraph
messages sent in the relevant period than there were 1/- stamps
available. Even taking into account the introduction of Telegraph Forms
bearing a prepaid stamp, introduced in 1872, there were never enough
postage stamps printed to provide for their use in a telegraph capacity
on the scale demanded by the London Stock Exchange and other similar
institutions in other parts of the country. Bear in mind that the British
Library reconstruction of these stamps from both Plate 5 and Plate 6 - a
total of some 960 used examples - only have a total of six stamps
bearing a relevant Stock Exchange cancellation.
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The introduction of an accountancy system would have been a
natural process towards the streamlining of the telegraph office resulting
less dependence on the use of postage stamps upon the forms. In the
event it would appear that the number of genuine postage stamps
actually used as payment on telegraph messages - certainly from the
London Stock Exchange - was not that high as is probably evidenced by
the small number that have survived bearing the appropriate
obliterations. It is, of course, true that many would have been lost in
the waste paper sacks which were recycled but what is of real
significance is that none have been seen in the material which was
recovered from the sacks which allegedly contained the forged items.
My concluding thoughts on this part of my investigations is that
the waste paper sacks would have contained a very high proportion of
used telegraph forms which did not have any stamps affixed at source.
They would exhibit the date stamps applied when handed in for
processing but NO postage stamps would have been so cancelled
leaving much opportunity for the subsequent manipulation of the forms
for another purpose.
At no stage has this possibility ever been suggested or
investigated by any of those commentators who have written on this
subject, but then such matters would not have fitted into the story that
they were promoting !
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THE DATE STAMPS USED
Some work has been done on the date stamps employed on
these forgeries and it is common ground from all commentators that
there were three different date stamps used in conjunction with the
forgeries. These are identical in size but differ in respect of the lettering
and the relative position of the date element of the impression. In all
cases these date stamps appear to have been used in the normal course
of events at the Stock Exchange and both genuine copies of the One
Shilling and other values are to be found bearing examples of any of the
three date stamps.
Various theories have been advanced as to how these hand
stamps were deployed with a suggestion that one of them was only in
use in some sort of “ back office ” and that this implement was used on
the day following the placing of the telegram and it was, by necessity,
dated for the previous day. You may find this as hard to believe as I do.
Nonetheless, there is no suggestion that the date stamps used on
the forgeries are anything other than the proper hand stamps allocated,
by the Post Office, to the Stock Exchange office. On the other hand,
there are some discrepancies to be found between hand stamps used
bearing the same date which is hard to understand unless you are
prepared to accept that maybe even the date stamps are, themselves,
replicated or altered.
This brings me to the first of the mysteries relating to the date
stamps. The Post Office records have proof books in which all such
date stamps allocated by the Post office are struck together with their
locations and the relevant date of issue. A search of those records
shows that whilst I could trace examples of three date stamps issued to
the Stock Exchange for the years 1871, 1874, 1875 and so on there is
NO proof strike record of the date stamps for the years 1872 and 1873.
An enquiry of the records department suggested that these books were
in fact compiled at the end of the 1800’s and this is quite a coincidental
period of time as it relates to when the Forgery was first “ discovered ”.
You may think that this is just a coincidence but, as will be
demonstrated, the use of these three types of date stamp is a critical
factor in the analysis of the exhibits and if it was the case that these date
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stamps had been ‘ liberated ’ before the end of the century then this
would explain many, if not all, of the anomalies associated with their use
on the Forgery. An alternative explanation could be that as well as
being ‘ liberated ’ they were copied to produce replicas for the purpose
of obliterating the forged stamps with dates that were convenient to the
dates found on the recovered fragments of telegraph forms. By
removing them, or otherwise preventing them from being officially
recorded, it made the task of questioning their integrity very difficult, if
not impossible. After all, the object was to give the forged stamps
some authority as a forgery against the Post Office, and who was, at that
time, going to interrogate the obliterations ? By comparing the very few
examples of genuine stamps with assumed genuine obliterations one
can show that there are variations in the date stamps which have no
logical explanation apart from that they were copied or fabricated.
There are inaccuracies which are hard to spot unless you carefully
examine a large number of examples.
Another feature of when considering the datestamps is the
regular occurrence of a datestamp under a forgery - or, more
frequently, under any additional denomination employed to make up an
increase in fee payable. There are also several examples of additional
obliterators struck on the form clear of the forgery and showing the
same date as that obliterating the stamp. But in many cases of a
different type which may explain why the following proposition was
promulgated !
More than one account of the Stock Exchange proceedures say
that it was the case that forms would be received with the message,
stamped as received with a date stamp, processed and then passed for
stamps to be added and cancelled the following day with the datestamp
reading as the day it was first received. This is a convenient way of
explaining why a stamp would be put on top of a datestamp. But in the
absence of any definitive acceptance of the way in which it worked I find
this hard to believe for the following reasons :
It would mean that the message would be recorded,
accepted, and then processed without it being paid or accounted for
until some time later. This is unlikely.
It would also mean that one of the date stamps would be
always be incorrectly dated and this would lead to mistakes which
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would not be acceptable as the object of the telegraph system was to
expedite the urgent transmission of information and provide evidence
that it has been done.
How would this have worked over a weekend or a Bank
Holiday ?
If the procedure was completed on the basis of an
account system then there would be no need to apply stamps as a
receipt for payment if the form was then to be firstly stored and then
scrapped. It would serve no purpose and there would be a distinct
accountancy problem in reconciling the number of stamps used. This, of
course, does help with the telling of the story which is the whole point
of it all !!
The complete absence of genuine stamps used on a form
precludes any verification of this series of events and as we only have
the forgeries to help us with this scenario. This version of events cannot
be given any credibility without independent confirmation and that has
just not been forthcoming.
Before I conclude on the matter of datestamps the following
commentary is quite relevant.
There is at least one example of a forgery with a datestamp
which does not extend beyond the stamp and onto the remnant of form
which just cannot be the case unless the forgery is pre cancelled in one
way shape or form. This would also serve to explain why there are also
instances where the datestamp on the forgery does not line up with that
on the paper to which it is affixed. All very suspicious, I am sure you
will agree.
Bearing in mind this latest observation I have to confess that,
many years into this investigation I had cause to revisit the matter of the
date stamps. There is a matter with which I have difficulty in coming to
terms.
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In Dr. Ray’s collection there is a small selection of many denominations
bearing “ Stock Exchange ” obliterations ranging from 3d. ( twice in
pairs ), 4d. ( which is hard to reconcile ), 6d. , 1/- ( apparently genuine
examples including an example from Plate 7 ! ), 2/- ( four copies ) and
5/- ( four copies including a pair ! )
These all bear Stock Exchange date stamps with the following dates :
1871 - Sept. 8 ( 5 );
1872 - Ja(n) 1; Jan 4 ( pair 5/- ) ; Apl 15 ; Ju(ne) 10 ; Ju 22 ; Ju 26 ;
Ju 27 ; Ju 28 ; Jy 9 ; Jy 16 ; Jy 30 ( pair 3d. + 2/- ) ; Jy 31
1873 - No 7 ( pair 3d. ) ;
BUT..... the September 8 date does not match any of the
proofed date stamps from 1871 !!
It is true that none of the 1872 and 1873 date stamps are in the
proof books at all, but why the one that is recorded is fundamentally
different needs careful explanation. What is more all these strikes are
over inked, badly applied and lack the definition of those assumed
genuine examples. They do look like a very large number of the
1872/1873 date stamps on the forgeries.
These would appear to have come from the collection of Cmdr.
Malcolm Burnett who relates a similar series of genuine denominations
with Stock Exchange obliterations.
Did these all then come off Stock Exchange Telegraph forms ?
Presumably they have to, as that was the only source of those particular
date stamps or were these prepared for some other purpose. I think
that most unlikely, so these probably originated from genuinely used
forms from which they soaked off, the forms could then be reused for
the “ other ” purpose and the stamps were just passed into the
collecting field. But why does the 1871 use not correspond with the
recorded examples ? This really is very hard to explain.
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Many of these other denominations are wing margin copies which, you
will recall, is a characteristic of the other denominations applied to the
increased value forms using the forged 1/-. Could these have been ‘ left
over ’ from that exercise, while suitably dated forms were being
prepared ? You will also recall that there are many instances where the
additional denominations are not “ tied ” to the scraps of paper and this
could explain why ..... and also why it was difficulty to line up the
additional stamps with underlying date stamps, especially if they were of
a different type.
If you subscribe to the original story, in whatever version you
choose to believe, then the above facts will take some explaining.
Why would the attempt be made to line up the cancellations ? If
the date stamps are all genuine then why the difference to the recorded
copies ? I have alluded to the proposition that the date stamps used on
the Forgeries may themselves be forgeries and the genuine date stamps
have been liberated to avoid comparison thereby exposing a fraud of a
different nature. This would require a ‘ story ’ and the use of a
backdated date stamp the following day would seem to fit the bill but if
the forms are scheduled for destruction in the normal course of events
then why is such an elaborate procedure needed ? Why put on stamps
and carefully cancel them only to put them into a ‘ waste bin ’ situation
- a complete waste of resources and stamps ! I can’t say this never
happened but common sense suggests that this would be the exception
rather than the rule and theories were promulgated which reinforced
this proposition to explain the different date stamps.
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The basic types of Date Stamp :
The three types are as those described and notated by Dr. Ray.
Type 1

Burnett Type A
Hyphen midway between K & E
Date HIGH in circle
- above stem of ‘ T ’
No stop after C

The hyphen is not clear on this example but the break in the circle
above ‘ XC ’ is present.
Type 3

Burnett Type B
Dot between K & E
Date LOW in circle
- below stem of ‘ T ’
Stop after C

The date is well clear of ‘ GE ’ but the strike is quite blurred.
Type 2

Burnett Type C
Hyphen short and left
between K & E
Date MID low in circle
- cut by stem of ‘ T ‘
No stop after C

The date is very close to ‘ GE ’ and the strike is quite clear.
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From these examples, which are actual recorded strikes, there
are other obvious minor variations in the clarity of the actual date stamp
circular frame and I cannot guarantee that these are genuine strikes of
the P.O. date stamps but they do illustrate the types listed.

These examples show how the above Type 1 can look different - but
these are genuine. (?)
Although there have been attempts by both Ray and Burnett to
illustrate what they have perceived as the different types of date stamps
used at the Stock Exchange at the relevant time, the position is confused
because they gave their identified types different type categories which
led me into some confusion. To resolve this I have conducted my own
research into this subject and I illustrate here the types by reference to
actual examples and not by drawings which are always subject to some
form of manipulation.
I accept that there are three basic types but I will also illustrate
examples which do not fit into the basic arrangements and this I find
troublesome. Were the date stamps also copied, faked or manipulated ?
- or even drawn in !! You are invited to make your own mind up. But
whatever conclusion you come to on this issue it is not part of the
normal practice of the Stock Exchange to tamper with the date stamps !
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At one stage I found it difficult to decide which date stamps were
genuine or could be considered genuine, mainly because so many are
poorly or confusingly struck making some positive identification almost
impossible. With few complete strikes to consider I was left to draw
my conclusions from whatever evidence was available. The one
conclusion that I was drawn to was that the deliberate tearing and
cutting of the pieces to remove large parts of the date stamps meant
that there had to be some clues presented by that deliberate action.
This leaves me with the clear impression that there are aspects of the
date stamps which had to be removed to avoid suspicion falling upon the
actual nature of this fraud.
Certainly the unsuccessful attempts to align the obliterations on
the stamps with that on the backing paper - and sometimes with the
other stamps used - is absolute confirmation that these items were
manipulated to deceive collectors, such actions could not have been as
the result of normal activity in the Telegraph Office of the Stock
Exchange. What surprises me is that previous students, having spotted
these anomalies, did not apparently even consider the alternative
explanation that these items had been fraudulently produced.
I can identify three types according to the position of the date
line within the actual date stamp and I refer to these as HIGH, MID
and LOW and I use the extension of the upright of the ‘ T ’ in STOCK
as a simple reference as this crosses the date stamp to meet the ‘ G ’ of
EXCHANGE. One problem I have encountered is that this element of
the letter ‘ T ’ does appear to slant to the left ( or downwards ) in some
examples which I find odd. It is a steel instrument and the only loose
type should be the date elements so I ask that you bear this is mind
when looking at these variations. There are examples where this is a
key letter which exposes the failure to match up date stamps as well as
examples which bear all the characteristics of being pre cancelled before
being applied to the forms - leading to the above phenomenon.
It would seem that the perpetrators were aware of differences in
the date stamps and that is why many of the examples on small pieces
were subsequently torn or disfigured to hide many of the details of the
date stamps to avoid detection. This rather guilty act also leads me to
believe that the date stamps themselves may have been manipulated in
some way, shape or form giving rise to steps being taken to avoid direct
comparison with the real items. Certainly there are differences in the
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clarity of strike on the forgeries compared with those on the part Forms
and especially those under the forgeries and other denominations.
Compared with the work needed to be done to achieve very
presentable forged stamps, the fabricating or altering of date stamps
would be a relatively straight forward process.
The following illustrations are taken from the P.O. Records.
The date stamps recorded for 1871
Each of these show minor variations in position of date line and
shapes of some letters.

One of the two examples in the Ray collection purporting to
show this obliteration. Here it is on a normal 6d. stamp and it does not
correspond with the format of any of the proof examples of the 1871
date stamp illustrated above.
So what, then, was the origin this obliteration ?
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The date stamps recorded for 1874

These all show a hyphen between ‘ K & S ’, much finer lettering
and no stop after ‘ C ’.
It is interesting to note that ALL of these proofed strikes contain
a code letter ‘ A ’ above the date line but NONE of the strikes on
stamps - be they genuine or forgeries - have this feature.
Those
students who have regarded the strikes in the Post Office proof records
as being examples against which the integrity of other examples on
stamps may be assessed must surely be concerned by this fact. Or is it
some further evidence that the Stock Exchange obliterations that are
under scrutiny were subject to manipulation ?
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THOSE ON PAPER
One of the more interesting features of these “ forgeries ” is
how they are found on a wide range of scraps of paper - all apparently
torn or cut from dedicated Telegraph forms.
If one is to believe the story then we must assume that the forms
are torn as a result of recovering the stamp bearing pieces of paper
from the sacks in which they were stored. But this is just not the case. I
will illustrate some of the more exaggerated ways in which the forms
have been torn - or in some cases cut.

Many of the paper remnants have been very carefully torn to
provide as little as possible evidence as to the origin of the piece. In at
least one instance a large piece of form has actually had the identifying
number deliberately removed - presumably in case the message number
could be identified or traced - or more importantly, be dated. In some
cases the only paper remnant is so small and contrived in extent that it
only serves to join together all the stamps which were obliterated at the
same time !!

Not a very convincing use ‘ on piece ’ in philatelic terms.
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The other aspect of the extraordinary shapes is that many of the
tying date stamps, or other related date stamps, have been largely
removed or other relevant information removed which may have raised
suspicions as to the veracity of the use.
Why do this if the “ use ”
was absolutely genuine ? It would all have added to the credibility of
the piece. So what was being hidden ? In the case of the ‘ Plate 6 find ’
many of the items were deliberately trimmed, not torn, before being put
on the market thereby destroying much of the evidence of the tying
date stamps. The perpetrators did not realise that this was ever going to
be interrogated 100 years later or that some of their records would
survive.

Both Cmdr. Burnett and the late
Carl Walske had even noted that some of the paper remnants actually
did not belong to Telegraph Forms which had been specially printed for
the Stock Exchange, but to the generally type of form available for public
use. So much for the fraud being based at the Stock Exchange. Based
upon the material recovered from sacks of waste paper certainly, but as
soon as one finds a forgery not on a dedicated form then considerable
doubt must be cast upon the story that it all happened at the Stock
Exchange.
Significantly not one complete form has been recorded and, in
my opinion, more importantly, no example of a genuine 1/- stamp
has been recorded on a form or piece apart from those special items in
Her Majesty’s Collection - which I address in a separate chapter.
Please bear in mind that the examples shown here are taken
from a very large number of similar items and it was never in the minds
of the perpetrators that such a quantity of these items would ever be
compared or considered together to create a picture of their deceit.
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I offer few more of the extraordinary shapes which have been passed off
as “ torn from Stock Exchange Telegraph forms which have been
recovered from waste paper sacks ” . I would ask those collectors of
postal history whether, if these had been postage stamps on cover, they
would be regarded as genuine used on cover - or even used on piece items with proper and convincing tying. If not, why would you accept
these stamps as genuine use on the paper fragments ?

Some of these ‘ pieces ’ are minuscule and most interestingly
shaped !! - not a result of some random tearing - I would suggest.
In all of these examples the stamps are joined together with a
minimum amount of “ form ”. Each item, if taken in isolation, or when
compared with, say, just one other may be passed of as a ‘ one off ’
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which can be collected as an example of this phenomenon but when
viewed in quantity cannot be regarded other than as contrived
productions designed to mislead. And with few historical comparisons
to go by no wonder collectors were deceived.
With such extraordinary shapes and strange positioning of the
stamps I can’t help wondering whether some of the recovered forms
were subdivided to accommodate more stamps simply to have
something to which they could be affixed to justify them being on a form
!! Similar to a technique employed by the forger - Jefferies, I believe - he
used large ‘ covers ’ as a vehicle for his multiple forgeries in order that
each could be simulated on a genuine ‘ piece ’.
This matter is particularly brought to light when one looks
carefully at the second ‘ discovery ’ of the forgeries publicised in the
summer of 1910 which was, on the face of it, designed to convey the
extended period over which the alleged forgery at the Stock Exchange
took place. This ‘ new discovery ’ not only provided what was referred
to as ‘ new extended dates of use ’ but introduced material from a Plate
6 forgery, the inference being that the fraud against the Post Office was
over long period of time and was of a significant proportion. In practice
it was to cover up the extent of faked material that had been produced
by the fraudsters of the time.
The Plate 6 Phenomenon.
As mentioned above there seems no logical explanation as to
why the ‘ find ’ of 33 stamps from Plate 6 should be so carefully trimmed
before being photographed for publication.
There is no doubt that this took place as I have discovered two
illustrations of examples before they were so processed. These were
shown in an article by Fred. J. Melville in The Stamp Lover - which
reprinted material from The Postage Stamp of June 25 1910 - and went
on to say that these first two examples were provided by Mr. Lewis May
primarily to demonstrate, by the date stamps in evidence, that the “
fraud ” was going on for over 12 months.
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These are reproduced here :

.
This would in itself not have been a particular problem but......
when H. F. Johnson released his photograph of this ‘ find ‘ of 33
examples you will see that these copies had been tampered with as
follows :

The illustrations are smaller and less clear but the trimming of
the paper bearing the forgeries is quite obvious and seemingly to no
purpose. Unless there is something to be hidden in the dated part of
the form. The only clue that I can offer is that the date stamp which lies
under the forgery is of different type to that on the top - in each case
the difference is no longer apparent with the majority of the underneath
date stamp removed. Perhaps the perpetrators did, in fact, considered
this as an important feature - as I do !!
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THE EXHIBITS
This part of the evidence comprises illustrations of individual
stamps or groups of stamps which I have accumulated over a period of
time, mainly from published photographs in catalogues and books but in
some cases from the stamps themselves. I have decided to present the
examples in date order of their obliterations. The evidence does not
necessarily investigate the particular merits of each copy but is a direct
examination of the obliteration type and date of ‘ use ’.
Some examples demand more explanation than others and some
are very important because they indicate certain anomalies which may
provide further clues as to the true circumstances behind this philatelic
phenomenon. There is no dispute that the relevant stamps are
FORGERIES but what is in doubt is whether they were actually used at
the Stock Exchange or were they a subsequent production designed to
deceive collectors and not the Post Office.
PLATE 5 Examples
Exhibit 1 June 3: The earliest date recorded. The date-stamp is the
MID date type;

The range of lettering recorded at this date, all from the 'P' row,
is A,B,D,E,J,K,L,M,N,P,S. - a group of letters that we will find on more
than one occasion. ‘ P S ‘is an impossible lettering as PL would be the
last stamp of the row on the normal sheet.
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Exhibit 2 June 10 A Genuine 1/- denomination with a HIGH date.

An important example which demonstrates many features. A
fine singular strike of this date stamp. The stamp is a wing margin copy
and is, therefore, indisputably genuine. There are several genuine
stamps known with this date, all soaked off paper - it is likely that these
are among the few surviving genuine examples taken off recovered
forms. It is important that the clarity and completeness of this strike is
recognised as many examples of the forgery have multiple and very
indistinct obliterations completely lacking clarity, particularly those not
on large remnants of form.
Exhibit 3
June 12: The date stamp is of the MID type but the
features are far from clear.

This is a typical example showing overlapping date stamps obscuring the detail but with what I believe is a date stamp under the
forgery as well as a separate date stamp on the left hand side of the
form which is a different type to those on the stamp. Quite unlike the
genuine strike above. Notice how the form has been cut to remove
details of the date on the other date stamp. But left the hyphen between
K and E which belongs to a different date stamp type.
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Exhibit 4

June 28: All showing the MID type date stamp

Examples showing typically poor and multiple strikes of the date
stamp which can obscure small details of the design and make it difficult
to identify the forgery.
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Exhibit 5
example..

July 1 ( ? ) A mix of date stamps. A most important

This example, illustrated from both front and back, is the Ray
mystery piece. It is also the most significant item showing manipulation
and illustrating how attempts were made to ‘ line up ‘ different date
stamps. From the back you can see through the thin remnant of form at
“ C “ the outline of the date stamp which is of the high date type
identified by the break in the outer ring above the ‘ CH ‘ of
EXCHANGE . As Ray explains in his article, the date stamp on the 9d.
is on top of the perforations of the forgery which itself is UNDER the
9d. stamp ! This means that the 9d. denomination was added after it
had been obliterated and then attempts were made to align it with the
date stamp on the form - an act of deception which just did not take
place the “ following day ! “. The most extraordinary way in which the
remains of the form have been torn - to obscure or remove any
evidence of dates - simply adds to the deception. This is a blatant
example of fakery designed to deceive collectors.
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Exhibit 6
pieces.

July 1 A selection of examples on contrived shaped

The 2/- is adjacent to the stamp in Exhibit 5 above !

Date stamps are confusing - below the 3d ?

Typical wing margin copies of the additional denominations overlapping the forgery .

Incomplete date stamp !
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Exhibit 7

July 16 1872

This item is a classic showing a complete inability to line up
obliterations on the stamps with that on the form. If this were an item
of postal history and a cover was involved there is no doubt that this
would be considered a fake or, at the best, an item that had been
tampered with and it would take a good story to explain how this
happened in the Stock Exchange - even on the “ following day ” !
Exhibit 8

July 16 1872

Another botched tie - not only at the base of the 3d. behind
LONDON , the top of the ‘ E ’ of ‘ E. C. ’ but also at the top where
the obliteration fails to connect the two stamps - another example
which could not have taken place in the normal course of business even
on the “ following day ”. Note that the 3d. stamp is badly damaged at
the top owing to mis-perforation. This is one of the few ( only ? )
examples of a stockbroker’s cachet being applied to a form, presumably
confirming the credit account system was in operation.
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Exhibit 9

July 16 1872

One of the more common dates. I will deal with these two items
together as they bear direct comparison. The first, with only two
date-stamps, illustrates a large part of the telegraph form, torn in an
exaggerated and unusual manner. The hand-stamps are of the LOW
date type. Note the style of the hand written number '808'. Now
compare this with the other example. Here we have TWO DIFFERENT
date stamps. Those two over the forgery are different to that on the
form. This is the same combination of date-stamps with the additional
feature that MID date type here shows a further characteristic having no
stop behind ' E. C '. If there were any consistency in the manner of
dealing with the forms then one would expect to see it in these two
examples. Why tear this form to reveal the address ? Certainly these
look far more convincing on larger pieces of telegraph form.
I suspect that the first example probably had a genuine 1/- stamp
affixed and cancelled with a date stamp of the type without the stop
after ‘ E. C ’ which was removed and replaced by a forgery which was
then obliterated with a different date stamp which was also applied to
the form to add credibility. The date stamps show very blurred
impressions quite unlike on the second example where the original date
stamp of the ‘ no stop ’ version is finely struck. We know that some
forms had the genuine 1/- stamp removed as used examples with Stock
Exchange obliterations are sometimes found.
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Exhibit 10

July 16

The first is a very interesting piece. Not only has the piece been
cut to deliberately include the date stamp under the 3d. but this is to
distract you from the incomplete date stamp on top of the 3d. Careful
inspection will show that not only does the top date stamp not follow
onto the form but attempts have been made to draw in the ‘ G E ’ of
EXCHANGE or at least simulate those letters to create the effect of a
tie to the form. What a busy time they had the “following day ” !!
Does this not convince you that something is fundamentally wrong ?
Exhibit 11

July 16

How do you explain the part date stamp on this item ? Unlike
overlapping envelopes in a Post Office, these items were processed
individually so what caused the abrupt cutting off of the right hand date
stamp ? Maybe this was deliberate to obscure some relevant detail certainly not part of a recognised Stock Exchange practice. Another
faked item.
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Exhibit 12

July 16 1872

This example requires much closer inspection because at first
glance it looks like a perfectly genuine use on a correctly rated large
piece of form. However, the date stamp on the forgery does not match
up with the date stamp on the form. That on the 3d. stamp - a wing
margin copy - does not tie to the form but does match that on the
forgery. The problem comes when you compare the part showing on
the form with the date line on the stamp. The main obliteration is of
the MID date type - the upright of the ‘ T ’ extends through the middle
of the date - whereas when it lines up with that part on the form it
shows as a LOW date type - with the upright passing across the top of
the date. Now this would not be extraordinary if the fraudsters had not
attempted to line it up as a single date stamp. In trying to create the
impression that it is a single strike they completely forgot that the date
line is one easy way of distinguishing between the various types.
Whether this was done the “ following day “ or not, is irrelevant. It is
faked.
This item is from the same date as before and shows similar
manipulation but with an additional value added. The characteristics are
such that I believe that, again, two genuine stamps were removed and
replaced with a forged 1/- and a previously cancelled wing margin 3d. this stamp is not tied to the form - but as the form, in common with all
others, has no other date indicated it is easily manipulated
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Exhibit 13

July 16

These three examples are really messy and are not at all
convincing but it is hard to spot where there are any mistakes in
alignment but there has been no attempt to line up with the underlying
date stamp. Even so, the forms have been torn or cut in a curious
fashion - in one case to deliberately avoid cutting into the date stamps which is unusual. Also you will notice the use of a DIFFERENT
telegraph form The words "..... in writing. " appear for the first time.
This is a good example for consideration.

In all cases the forgery is used with an additional 3d. or 6d. value
- badly centred or wing margin copy and stuck over the forgery - with a
further date-stamp UNDER both.
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Exhibit 14

July 23 1872

Three examples bearing the date of the initial ‘ find ‘ including one
on part of a form.
Interestingly there are two different date stamps
employed - one with a LOW date and certainly one a MID date.

This is a recent discovery of mine. It is the same stamp as that
above it. There are at least THREE date stamps involved on this item.
There is one under the forgery with which the date stamp on top of the
forgery does not line up. Look carefully at the ‘ S ’ of STOCK EXCHANGE
- it is very distorted, the outer circle above ‘ NGE ’ does not match the
remainder of the date stamp, and the same applies to the left hand side
above ‘ STO ’. Not that obvious, but still a contrived piece which was
prepared for sale as example of an 1872 forgery when this must have been
produced much later when the form had been recovered and the forgery
applied. What I can’t understand is that I have previously recorded this item
but these defects were then less apparent.
Indeed, what appears to have happened is that the stamp has been
repositioned on the piece. See how the line on the form to the right of ‘ K
’ passes through a different part of the letter square. If the stamp is moved
up slightly then the problems with the ‘ S ’ and the ‘ 2 ’ bring it back into
line as in the upper example. The right hand side date stamp ‘ tie ’ does not
reflect this change so it must have been altered by hand. I cannot tell when
this happened as neither ‘photo can be dated but it has certainly been
manipulated on more than one occasion. It is undoubtedly a faked item.
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Exhibit 15

July 26 1872

FROM THE P. O. ARCHIVES

These exhibits are significant for two reasons. First this is the
latest recorded date for the use of the Plate 5 forgeries and second it
appears to be the date chosen for the samples considered by the P. O.
in their investigation of 1915. This is at variance with Dr. Ray's
contention that the chosen date was June 24th 1872 and does not
actually accord with the P. O. stated date of June 26th 1872.
My investigations in the P. O. archives suggests that the chosen
date was in fact July 26th 1872 and I offer copies of items, so dated,
extracted from those files. These examples are typical of some thirteen
copies all dated with the same hand stamp with a range of lettering
from the ' E ' and ' K ' rows which is coincident with Ray's listing.

It is interesting that all of these examples have been neatly
trimmed and there is an absence of the small irregular shaped pieces
and, indeed, examples with a combination of other denominations.
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Exhibit 16

July 26 1872

The first is an interesting example from this group. Look at
the date stamp on top of the 3d. denomination - a valiant attempt has
been made to line it up with another date stamp on the Form
resulting in a completely distorted appearance.

Five examples used in combination with other values - in each
case the other stamp is either damaged or is a wing margin copy. In
three instances there is another hand stamp UNDER one or both
values and it is of HIGH date type in each case ! The extraordinary
range of shapes and sizes of the paper remnants just cannot be the
result of some random selection of torn forms from a waste paper
sack or sacks. These have been deliberately cut to provide a
minimum of information to support their own integrity. They
actually look what they are - a random selection of contrived pieces
bearing forged 1/- green stamps obliterated with stock exchange date
stamps.
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Exhibit 17

Various dates with damaged stamps.

Here is another curious and intriguing feature about many of the
forgeries used. Not only are the additional denominations either
damaged or wing margin copies, but the 1/- stamps are frequently found
with the corners covered up by other stamps, or heavily obliterated, or,
in some cases, torn off - and in one case has actually been CUT OFF !!
This may lead you to ask what the overlapping of the stamps was
covering up.

The 1/- stamp was CUT and
then cancelled - not a known
Stock Exchange practice !!!

The additional 9d.
stamp is deliberately
torn - how strange !

These two examples of torn stamps are illustrative of apparently
deliberately damaged copies which, in the normal course of events,
would not have survived, being sufficiently disfigured as to be
uncollectible. So who has made certain that these have survived ?
Perhaps these missing corners are to overcome a problem with
defective printing or some other problem with the corner lettering.
Had these not been considered of ‘value’ they would have long since
been discarded. In many cases we find ‘ additional ’ stamps overlapping
a corner of the forgery which is a simple alternative solution.
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Exhibit 18 - July 26 1872 K K

AN IMPORTANT PIECE.

This is a real mystery. There are at least three strikes of the
hand stamp but that on the forgery is completely different. It is of a
type not seen on a forgery, ( note the fine execution and the style of
lettering - the ‘ 26 ’ is of a different type, in the high position, ) and more
like the genuine examples seen. The additional stamp - a wing margin
9d. - does not overlap the forgery and the tie and cancellation are very
untidy.
Having given this piece a lot more thought I have now come up
with an extraordinary proposition. I have illustrations of over 30
examples bearing this date but this is the ONLY copy with this type of
date stamp i.e. the high date line and different shape ‘ 6 ’ in the 26 this being a characteristic of those very few supposedly genuine date
stamps that I have been able to identify. The 1/- stamp SHOULD be a
forgery but I cannot be certain that this is the case !! The stamp is very
generously obliterated and unlike virtually every other example of
combination use the additional stamp does NOT overlap the 1/- stamp.
So could we have an example here of a genuine used stamp - or even
part of an original form bearing a genuine 1/- stamp - being adapted to
represent a forgery ?
The illustration is not really clear enough to be certain on the
detail and the obliterations are strategically placed ! Comparing, as best
as I can, the lower right hand ‘ K ’ of this stamp with the same lettered
example in Melville’s pamphlet - they should be identical but they are
NOT. In one case - the example here - the letter has a left hand white
frame line obvious and the other does not. Is this one not then a
genuine stamp ? - representing THE MISSING LINK !
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Plate 6 Exhibits
Exhibit 18

October 31 1872

This is one of the two dates on the 1910 Johnson find. This
particular exhibit is one of the two recorded which mysteriously reduce
in size between the "later" Melville illustration and the "earlier" Johnson
published photograph of the thirty-three new examples. How can this
be ? Why should it happen in any event ? The answer may be found
from an examination of the date stamps. The date-stamp UNDER the
stamp is of Type C while the one ON the stamp is Type A. The Johnson
photo has been cropped to remove the incriminating evidence. The only
reasonable explanation for this is that in its original state too many
questions could be asked which may bring into question the provenance
of this copy.
An important feature of examples illustrated from Plate 6 is most
are not from the initial published find. The original 33 examples were
illustrated on very small pieces of form and some were reduced even
further as demonstrated here. So what was the source of the majority
of examples illustrated here ? The only answers are that not all of the
material was announced with the ‘ find of 1910 ’ or that, having got the
Plate 6 forgeries into circulation, the perpetrators were then free to
expand their activities without too many problems and increased the
number appearing on larger pieces similar to those bearing Plate 5
forgeries.
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Exhibit 19

October 31 1872

Another example with a peculiar looking date-stamp. This
appears to have been stamped OVER another date-stamp but has
resulted in a distorted impression. Look below the ' C ' of ' E.C .' and
the ' C ' of 'EXCHANGE'. The mark below the corner of the stamp
itself is also unusual as it is not part of the form. I think an attempt has
been made to stick a cancelled copy over a previous date stamp but I
could be wrong. You must make up your own mind on this point.
Exhibit 20

October 31 1872

The hand-stamps are poorly inked and is poorly struck. This is a
blatant example of a forgery and a date stamp being added to a
previously processed form bearing a different type of date stamp - which
is of the type without a stop after ‘ E.C ‘ while the forgery and other
denomination are obliterated with the LOW date type.
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Exhibit 21

October 31 1872

The wing margin 6d. is on top of what appears to be a HIGH
date type - no stop after ‘ C ‘ - whereas the main date stamps are of the
MID date type. No attempt has been made to align the date stamps but
it could be argued that the district letters have been adjusted so that the
aforementioned ‘ stop ‘ is not conspicuous. It is interesting to note the
very clear and well struck nature of the date stamp on the form and
how neatly this example is trimmed.
Exhibit 22

November 2 1872

Yet more examples of a Type A hand stamp being applied to the
stamp OVER a Type C hand-stamp on the form itself. These were also
not in the original find. The shape of this torn form is also inconsistent
with those previously examined. Why has the right side of the form
been removed ? Clearly the other date stamp must have been
identifiable but the manipulator forgot to remove the break over the ‘ C
‘ which is a give away for the HIGH date type. The over inked and
poorly struck hand stamps are also unusual.
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Exhibit 23

November 15 1872

Two contrasting examples bearing the same date - or at least I
think so. Far from clear, but the clues are provided by the lettering
recorded on certain dates. But contrasting presentations. The left hand
piece has two apparently similar strikes one inverted and directly over
the other making any analysis very difficult. Even the date is uncertain
but, assuming that they are strikes of the same date stamp, then cannot
the date be ascertained from the inverted strike ?
I have come up with an explanation for why some of the forms
are torn, or in this case cut, in rather unusual manner. The only clue
that we have as to when a particular form was “ used ” is that provided
by the date stamp. But each form was numbered, presumably in some
sort of chronological order, by a hand written number in the top right
corner. In order to avoid detection, albeit very remotely hard to prove,
if the perpetrators noticed some sort of sequence in the numbers then
to avoid suspicion they would remove the number corner making any
identification from that evidence impossible. This would enable forms,
or part forms, to be used at random for their fraudulent purposes.
There is no way that the date of use of the original document could be
traced and they could apply any date without fear of discovery.
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Exhibit 24

November 8 1872

This is a real gem! The only example recorded of two forgeries
on a single piece - or are they ? The hand-stamp is Type C - the first
time this has appeared on a forged stamp. This piece is referred to in
Walske's article when he refers to Nissen having previously noted two
previously joined examples on a form. It is then assumed that he was
referring to two examples of Plate 5 but these have never come to light.
If he was alluding to these copies then Nissen must have had prior
knowledge of the Plate 6 forgeries before Johnson made his "discovery".
Now where, I ask you, would that lead us ? I am not sure about this
item at all.
The left hand date stamp looks like the high date type - complete
with the break in the frame above ‘ C ‘ but the hyphen between ‘ K - E ‘
is completely wrong and different to the other. Just maybe the part on
the Form is from a different strike - under the stamps as is seen
elsewhere - but I don’t think so. I think that the right hand stamp is
genuine and the other is a forgery with a skilfully contrived date stamp.
Another strange and challenging factor is that the corner
lettering of the two stamps is related in that one is ‘ A P ’ ( an
impossible combination ! ) and the other is ‘ P A ’. Could this be some
sort of humorous, daredevil prank to pair a forgery with a genuine
stamp to test the system ?
This picture which is probably, even now, well over 50 years old
and the item has not been seen for many years. If it still exists I would
very much like to inspect it !
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Exhibit 25

November 27 1872

An extraordinary shaped piece of form with a very unconvincing
date stamp. It is both under inked and over inked. It is an example of
the HIGH date stamp but the lettering is very irregular and has the
appearance of being drawn in or certainly enhanced. I wonder what the
story is behind this one. It does occur to me that this stamp may not
be a forgery - and where would that leave us ?
Exhibit 26

June 13 1873

This is the second example of the piece of form being cut down
between the Melville and Johnson photographs. There seems, on the
face of it, no reason for this as the two date-stamps appear to be
identical. It is the only recorded date in 1873 for these forgeries and the
hand-stamp has reverted to Type A. Now a close look at this example
will reveal that the hand-stamp is somewhat distorted as we found in
Exhibit 25 and when it is cut down this is no longer obvious. This
another case of a stamp being added over a date-stamped form. I am
very uncertain about this but it looks mighty suspicious to me !
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Exhibit 27

June 13 1873

A combination example from this date with the other value
conveniently stuck over the forgery - but only just . The 6d. value seems
good but the 3d. is a badly damaged copy in line with the previously
recorded examples. The three strikes appear identical and the forgery
is the same lettering but a different copy to that in the original find.
Now it is a forgery but is it THE SAME FORGERY ? Look at the lower
left 'L' square. The frame clearly touches the inner oval while in the
Johnson photograph the corresponding position the square is quite
separate from the inner oval. Should we not now go back and have
another look at this feature ?
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THE ROYAL CONNECTION
The Examples in the Royal Philatelic Collection.
It is certainly very significant to find examples of not only the forgeries
from both plates but also of comparable genuine copies from these
plates used on similar pieces of Telegraph forms.

Examples from Plate 5

Examples from Plate 6

There are two pages comprising these examples in The Royal
Collection and I illustrate these here. I am indebted to Michael Sefi LVO
RDP FRPSL - the then Keeper of the Royal Philatelic Collection - for
making this information available to me and I extend appropriate
acknowledgement for reproducing these items within this text.
My immediate reaction is that these are not representative of
many examples of these forgeries generally available to collectors.
These are neatly trimmed, of regular shape and clearly cancelled. They
also include genuine 1/- stamps used on parts of forms.
The examples on these two pages are among the most
interesting examples that I have seen.
In general terms I offer the
following commentary.
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As to Plate 5 :
Those forgeries affixed to small parts of forms are dated June 27
1872 (1) and July 16 1872 (3) while that lone example off paper is
probably dated 23 July 1872 - which is the quoted date for those copies
first “ discovered ” by Charles Nissan. Three examples of genuine
stamps on part forms are included and these are all dated 24 June 1872 this is the date quoted for the sacks later interrogated by the Post
Office and from which some statistics were published. What I find
interesting is that I have found very few examples with this date, despite
the above claims, and these examples are the only items I have actually
recorded. What is more the genuine examples with this date on forms
are also the only such items I have recorded - whatever the date !
What is also interesting with these genuine examples is that,
even on this one day, two different date-stamps are in evidence and
their use is inconsistent with one piece showing two different types
while the others show only one type. Perhaps the date stamps on the
forgeries have also been made up using the original date stamps as a
guide !
Bearing in mind that this is the only source of genuine examples
being found on parts of forms I do have certain reservations about the
integrity of these items - but more about this later.
As to Plate 6 :
Those forgeries, all of which are affixed to small parts of forms,
are dated 27 November 1872 (2); 13 June 1873 (2) and 31 October
1873. Three examples of ‘ genuine ’ stamps on part forms are included
and these are all also dated 24 June 1872 - again I have serious doubts
about them. These are the only examples I have recorded.
What is most interesting is the actual source of these examples.
There are no records as to when these were acquired for the
collection, nor their origin. They are written up in the hand of Edward
Denys Bacon and this implies that they were introduced certainly after
1910 and that they were all written up at the same time, presumably
after 1914 !! I am, of course, poignantly reminded that the
establishment of this Country had other more pressing matters on its
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mind at this time than worrying about a few forged stamps allegedly
from over thirty years before !
Having seen many examples over a considerable period I am
drawn to the conclusion that they were introduced into the collection
as a specific representation of this philatelic phenomenon. To have so
many examples of genuine stamps on piece in one place when such
material does not exist elsewhere and all being used on the same date
clearly suggests a contrived contribution and not a selection collected or
acquired over a period of time. The fact that they were assembled after
1910 - the year of the Plate 6 find - suggests that they were from a
common source ( which may even have been the Post Office ! - but
more likely Charles Nissen ) by arrangement with those responsible for
forming or sourcing material for the King’s collection. Certainly such a
process would give considerable credibility to the forgery and the fact
that these items are of a format which is not that of the general items
available casts, in my mind, considerable doubt on their integrity.
Let me now look in detail at these specific items. First I will look
at the forgeries.
They are all neatly trimmed but in an equally interesting manner
which is contrived to only show a minimum of relevant detail. Few
other examples on piece are so considerately treated.
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Plate 5
July 16 - F S ; LOW type
date stamp, one strike on stamp
and also struck on the form, the
impression is incomplete
and or distorted.

July 16 - D A ; LOW type date stamp,
single strike tying stamp to form, heavily
inked with distorted lettering. Uneven
strike.
July 23 - E K ; LOW type
date stamp, two heavy
strikes. Top perforations
show distinct coloration
across the entire stamp
appear as a solid line - as
opposed to belonging to an
adjoining stamp.
July 16 - B S ; LOW type date stamp,
single strike tying stamp to form, heavily
inked but uneven strike. Feint green
colouring on top edge of perforations
June 27 - K H ; LOW
type date stamp, one
complete but uneven
strike on stamp with
small part of second
strike on remainder
of the piece .
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Plate 6
November 27 - E E ; HIGH type date
stamp, two strikes one largely on the
stamp tying it to the form and the other
largely on the form also tying the stamp.
However, the impressions on the stamp
are clear and well inked while those parts
only on the form are very unconvincing.
They just do not look contemporaneous.

October 31 - K H ; MID type date stamp
- this far from clear but it is NOT Type A
or C. There are two strikes, one tying
the stamp to a small piece and the
other just tying the stamp but this is very
untidy and by no means certain. Why is
the piece so carefully cut ?

November 27 - F L ; HIGH type date
stamp, a single strike tying stamp to a
small piece. It is a very poor and
indistinct strike and the stamp appears
to be affixed over some pencil writing
which is most unusual.
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June 13 - M R ; MID type date stamp
but this too poorly struck to be
certain, but it is NOT either a
Type A or C.

June 13 - A M ; HIGH type and MID
type but this is just a mess !! There
are THREE date-stamps - at least - of
which one is under the stamp
( HIGH ) but all of the impressions
are unconvincing and demonstrate
different effects whether on the
stamp or on the form ! This is a
good example of just how
extraordinary some of these
contrived examples can be.
I will now turn to the genuine examples used on piece - all of the
same date - 24 June 1872.
This, in itself, is a most extraordinary feature. This was
described by some commentators as the date chosen by the G.P.O. as
the date of the material from the sack of waste paper which was
selected for interrogation. This was not the date according to the Post
Office records that I inspected. The date was, in fact, 27 July 1872 as the
examples illustrated in their files confirm. So what is significant about
the date that became part of the broadcast legend ? Perhaps it was
necessary to provide these very items with a provenance !! After all,
what better than to introduce items into the Royal Collection that
apparently had been, or were about to be, sanctified by the Post Office
Inquiry of 1915 !
Now let us look more carefully at these items.
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Plate 5
A D ; A single strike of a HIGH
type date stamp ties the stamp
to the form. The characteristics of
the date stamp are similar to that
above - the break above the ‘ C ‘
but the hyphen is well defined. But
what do we have here ? The stamp
is a magical copy from a wing
margin with both margin still
attached !!! A most unusual
situation, in any event.
P F ;There is a HIGH type date
stamp cleanly struck on the
form with two poor strikes of
the LOW type date stamp, one
tying the stamp and the other
not. These strikes are reminiscent
of other examples frequently found
on the forgery which is unusual and
have the same general appearance as those found on the forgeries.
And, by the way, the 1/- stamp may be genuine, but it is damaged on the
left hand side - the perforations are incomplete where it has been
roughly removed from its neighbour !
P B ;Two examples of HIGH
type A date stamp showing two
characteristics - a break in the
outer circle above the ‘ C ‘ of
EXCHANGE and a distorted
hyphen between the ‘ K ’ and
the ‘ E ’. Now where have we
seen these before ? In this case
the two strikes are identical in
style, appearance and impression and have been struck at the same time.
The 1/- stamp is poorly centred and the perforations actually intrude
into the design rendering it a less than premium example.
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Plate 6
N C ; Two strikes of HIGH
Type A, one tying the stamp the
other on the piece. The
impressions are similar but that
on the form is less definite,
probably suggesting that the
strikes were consecutive with
that on the form being applied
without re-inking. The stamp is
yet another example of a poorly perforated example with the
perforations intruding into the design.
N H ; Yet another example with
identical characteristics of two HIGH
type date stamp impressions. Except
that the second date stamp actually ties
the stamp to the form - confirming that
the were applied at the same time.
But what have we here ?
Another wing margin copy of the 1/stamp !

O C ; Almost identical to that
above. Two strikes of HIGH
type date stamp in similar
configuration and again the
stamp is defective with
perforations again being
intrusive.
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Now taken in isolation each of these examples would show no
apparent common features but when considered in the context of this
study, these items show a similar pattern to the others being
considered. Mention is made that when other denomination stamps
are used in conjunction with a forgery they exhibit characteristics which
would inhibit their sale as commercial examples. Is it not significant that
when we find genuine 1/- green stamps, apparently used to demonstrate
proper use, that these stamps fall into the category of non commercially
viable examples ?
Perhaps the most important feature is that all these “ genuine ”
Plate 6 copies are dated 24 June 1872 which is completely at odds
with all other recorded examples which are all dated in October
1872 or later.
The Plate 5 genuine examples, bar one, are also cancelled with
the same date stamp.
This would go not attract any attention when viewed in the
round but when compared with other similar material under
investigation the coincidence is just beyond chance.
It is worth bearing in mind that the stamps from Plate 6 went to
press early in 1872 and the earliest recorded postal use is late May
1872 so this may well be a ‘ date too soon ’ for Stock Exchange use.
These genuine pieces of form, purporting to represent genuine
use of 1/- stamps, have been equally contrived to support the story and
to arrange for them to be included in the Royal Collection is just
another attempt to add to the credibility of the situation.
In conclusion these items look all so neat and tidy that they just
do not represent the normal forgeries on piece. It may well be that, if
these are taken as a whole, you can easily be led to the idea that these
were specially produced for their intended location. They just look too
good. There are a couple of pieces which may have been tidied up but
most others, including the so-called genuine uses, all look pristine and
have undoubtedly been manufactured for this specific purpose in an
attempt to give the whole forgery story credibility and which, up to
now, has been successful !
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From the point of view of my investigations, if it can be
demonstrated that the material made available to the most important
collection - certainly of Great Britain material - has been contrived then
that which has been sold, in all senses, to other collectors on the basis
of a fraud against the Post Office must also fall under the same heading !
I just cannot ignore the overwhelming evidence that, when taking
all the factors into consideration, the whole episode just does not ring
true as recounted and I am persuaded that this contrived material was
most certainly designed to deceive collectors and not the Post Office.
The elaborate story, no doubt prepared and promoted by senior
collectors and dealers of the day, was to persuade collectors that this
was an example of a fraud against the establishment and therefore
important.
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AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION
Originally I had intended not to present my alternative solution
but to leave the reader to make up their own mind based only upon the
doubts I have raised in respect of the material and the associated
stories. However, as I conclude my research I find that I am inexorably
drawn to a conclusion which does completely support an alternative
explanation.
Let me set out the factors involved.
There was a thriving industry in the latter years of the
nineteenth century whereby large numbers of forgeries of fairly
common stamps were produced to satisfy the emerging collecting
market. They were essentially produced as “ space fillers ” and
probably did little actual harm as they merely satisfied the collectors’
desire for some sort of completeness based upon the popular albums
available at the time.
On the back of this seemingly innocuous business there was a far
more sinister activity where certain rare philatelic items were being
fabricated for a more discerning clientele. These items have long since
passed into the legends of the hobby and even today more examples are
emerging as collections change hands and a greater emphasis is put upon
competitive exhibiting with a need to establish the integrity of certain
rare items. A particularly difficult situation arises when postal historians
seek to establish the veracity of a cover which may have been
manipulated by the addition, removal or replacement of one or more
stamps. So what better start could a valuable item have than have it
declared as a forgery to start with, create some rarity factor and,
coupled with a good story - that of defrauding the Post Office - promote
the item as a desirable philatelic phenomenon without fear of being
subsequently exposed as a fraud.
What I will seek to establish is that these are just as much a
fraud against collectors as the covers referred to above which have had
stamps added or replaced. The only difference here is that the replaced
items are recognised as forgeries and my proposition is that they were
not added to the forms when legend has it that this fraud against the
Post Office took place. I say that this was a simple fraud against
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collectors and it was perpetrated at the end of the nineteenth century
and probably continued into the early years of the twentieth century
when the original story had been swallowed hook line and sinker.
I do find it difficult to imagine how this idea was dreamt up but
that would equally apply to the original story. What is perhaps clear is
that during the 1890’s the vogue of collecting in sets was to the fore.
One stamp that could well have been in short supply at the time would
have been the 1/- denomination, being largely used postally for overseas
mail and being probably destroyed on waste telegraph forms. This
would appear to have been a major use for this stamp. A shortage may
have tempted some enterprising person to produce a number to
complete some ‘ sets ’ much in the same way that other sets of foreign
stamps were made up. The initial batch was produced with Stock
Exchange obliterations for two reasons. First, there were a number of
stamps of different values that had been liberated from the waste sacks
but not many of the 1/- value. Second, some enterprising person had
made it their business to obtain date stamps from the Stock Exchange
Office which were being returned to the Post Office ( and were to be
proofed ? ) before being destroyed. This would enable the stamps to be
obliterated in a manner which was common among the higher value
stamps.
So what was their downfall ? In the first instance Nissen was
perhaps very lucky to be in the right place at the right time. Please bear
in mind he is alleged to have noticed the lack of watermark but NOT
the use of “ impossible lettering ” combinations. This appears to have
been noticed a short time later but long before the emergence of the
later discoveries and the second plate. So we must consider what may
have happened in the intervening years. Clearly the newly discovered
stamps could no longer be passed off as genuine and this presented the
opportunity to elaborate upon the story. The first step was to draw it
to the attention of the Post Office. This had two effects. In the first
instance it removed all suspicion from the perpetrators that they could
be prosecuted and it also offered some credibility to the emerging story
of a fraud against the Post Office from long ago. Significantly that initial
inquiry could find no case against persons sometime working at the
Stock Exchange. This is not surprising as nothing took place at that time
and place. Such a result would not have helped their position as no
proof of the fraud was available.
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The published story would mean that they still had a number of
stamps on their hands - all apparently dated 23 July 1872 - and these had
to be distributed. Once it seemed that this stamp would achieve some
notoriety there were various people coming forward each claiming to
have “ discovered ” this remarkable forgery. What is certain is that
these original copies must have passed through the hands of more than
one dealer on their way to Stanley Gibbons and their eventual exposure
by Charles Nissen. The well known Watford dealer, Frederick Ewan,
was implicated because of the proximity of his premises to the Croxley
Mill was one part of this chain and he would very likely have had some
connection with other material liberated from that mill.
There are suggestions in one or two accounts that the ‘ Nissen
find ’ was actually on pieces of Stock Exchange forms. It was in the act of
removing them from the paper that the missing watermark was noticed.
If this is the case then the forgery and the forms came together as part
of the one operation. Various figures are quoted for the numbers in this
find which vary from ‘ around 100 ’ to something ‘ over 300 ’. I can
explain this quite simply. Nissen had acquired, say, a batch of, say, 100
and had soaked them off while the remainder were still on pieces of
form. These remaining copies were not put into circulation at the time
and as a result of the publicity may never have been distributed. The
large number of copies bearing the original date are not reflected in the
Dr. Ray collection where the number used on that date are no more
prolific than on 16 July 1872 and 31 October 1872. So what happened
to these other examples ? Perhaps we shall never know but it was
some 12 years before other dates were made public. Maybe it was
apposite for some of these to be surrendered to the Post Office as
evidence of the forgery and to have them sacrificed as part of the
incinerating process.
The use of “ impossible lettering ” meant that the scheme was
fatally flawed if the intention was to deceive collectors at large. Having
had this fault exposed the only route to go was to sell these pieces as
deliberate forgeries still attached to pieces of form giving credibility to
the origin and reinforcing the story of the Forgery’s provenance. But
why stop here ? There was the facility to make as many copies as the
market would bear, there was a ready supply of forms without stamps
affixed and the relevant date stamps could be applied to match the dates
on the recovered forms. It is still a mystery as to why no complete
forms are found. When one inspects those carefully torn remnants it is
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interesting that all means of specific identification have been removed
and, in many cases, the dates have also been excised - probably because
the date would not correspond to the dates available on the
date-stamps. The forms, as liberated, would naturally fall into certain
dates as the waste was no doubt taken away in batches which would
have been accumulated in some date groupings. The batches that were
the source of the forms used would have restricted groups of dates so
there is nothing unusual in this provided that the relevant date stamps
were to hand.
The use of additional values related to the telegraphic fee was a
natural extension of the scam. Quite a large number of forms bear
additional 3d., 6d., 9d. and even 2/- stamps. But if you look carefully at
these additional stamps you will see that the vast majority ( if not ALL )
of these stamps are either wing margin copies, badly centred examples
or damaged specimens. Such stamps would have been hard to sell at a
full price and introducing them onto the forms was an ideal vehicle to
get value for them. This would not have been in the minds of officials at
the Stock Exchange - but such coincidences lead one towards this
alternative which is completely in line with the knowledge available to
the trade at the end of the 1890’s.
Moving on to the cancellations we arrive at what is probably the
biggest problem to explain away. That is the very frequent occurrence
of date stamps UNDER the stamps on the form. Sometimes this is
under the Forgery and in other instances it is under additional values.
What is most damning is where an attempt has been made to line up a
date stamp on top of a stamp with that lying under the stamp. The most
blatant example is that described by Dr. Ray and included both as one of
my commentators and also as an exhibit. To suggest that this was
perpetrated by some officer at the Stock Exchange in an attempt to
cover up a mistake in charging on a telegraph form takes a bit of
believing. It is just the sort of trick that is played by the forger when
attempting to deceive a collector by faking a replacement stamp on a
cover or adding another stamp to such an item. This practice smacks of
that sort of approach, not the actions of a harassed telegraphic clerk
trying to cover up a mistake on a form which was destined for
destruction in any event. The chances of that sort of mistake being
discovered must have been remote. For Dr. Ray to even suggest that a
“ suitably dated used copy ” of the relevant value had been added, by a
Stock Exchange operative, at a later date is quite improbable. Indeed,
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that is exactly what has been done but not at the time and place
suggested by Dr. Ray !
When one considers the detail of the circumstances surrounding
these philatelic items one cannot but be concerned as to some of the
astounding coincidences which abound and which must sound alarm
bells as to the integrity of the phenomenon.
1.
All commentators agree that there are three distinct Stock
Exchange date-stamps used on either the postage stamps or forms and
that there is no consistency in how they are used, with more than one
type frequently appearing on one item - including UNDER some of the
forged stamps. Various theories are advanced in an attempt to explain
away this feature but the sheer inconsistency of both these ideas and the
occurrence of this phenomenon gives rise to doubt.
2.
Bearing in mind that we are led to believe that this fraud came to
light as a result of the random pilfering of used philatelic material from
waste paper sacks it is most alarming that there are very few examples
of genuine stamps used with Stock Exchange date-stamps on parts of
Telegraph Forms. On a random basis one would expect to find a
considerable number of genuine items whereas in practice they are
distinct rarities. Even loose stamps with appropriate date-stamps are
very scarce. This can only be explained if they were known to be
forgeries before they were ‘ acquired ’ thereby removing the random
element from the ‘ find ’. Assuming that the source of the forms is
believable - and there is no reason not to accept this part of the story as
many other fine used examples of contemporary stamps have been
reportedly liberated from the accepted and other similar sources - then
the only other alternative is that stamps and date-stamps have been
subsequently added to forms which may not have had postage stamps
affixed but would have had date-stamps applied in the normal course of
events. A perfectly believable situation which would explain why only
certain dates are available as they would have been liberated in some
sort of ‘ date order ’ batches.
3.
The fact that where additional values are applied - because the
used Telegraph Form required the extra fee to be paid - then those
added stamps are of non-commercial quality at the time. Most - if not
all - of these added denominations are damaged or wing margin
examples which would have little or limited commercial value around
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1900. This just does not make any sense if they were added in 1872 or
thereabouts - the odds of this situation pertaining is so incredible as to
be unbelievable. For them to be added around 1900 makes perfect
sense for a manipulator of these items to increase the appeal and value
of the forgery and, at the same time, put limited value material into
circulation.
4.
The detailed circumstances of how these forgeries were first and subsequently - publicised is also unconvincing. Were they found by
Nissen ? The most likely explanation is that Nissen acquired them in the
normal course of his business and used Stanley Gibbons as a vehicle for
both publicising and distributing these curios. The names of many
popular dealers around 1900 have been associated with this forgery and
indeed, there is correspondence in the Post Office files which complains
that Nissen was seeking credit for the discovery when in fact they were
found by a dealer named Nunnery, in Hackney. What is evident is that
many well known names were involved and these items were being
traded in one way shape or form for some time before they were “
discovered ”. As for the subsequent ‘ find ’ of the Plate 6 forgeries in
1910 - after some new publicity in 1909 by well known authors and
journalists of the day - there is considerable mystery surrounding the
claims of the time. Why were the photographs altered when the only
features to be obscured were the dates on the forms ? This simply adds
to the points raised above. The sudden discovery of ‘ new dates ’
without any other revelations as to how they were uncovered merely
confuses the picture and casts doubt on the ‘ official ’ story.
5.
The reports of the two Post Office Inquiries are also misleading.
Leading dealers of the day were, of course, only too happy that there
were no conclusions to be drawn from the investigations and there are
implications, in the commentaries of the time, that dealers were more
involved in the inquiry of 1915 than is quoted in the text. It suited the
trade for the blame to be attributed to some unknown Post Office
official some thirty years earlier. Even the dates on the material
interrogated from the sacks was not consistent. The reason for this
may well be that special items, which only appear in the Royal Philatelic
Collection, had already been made available and that some credible
status needed to be afforded to these items. Please remember that the
only “ genuine ” stamps, from Plate 5 AND Plate 6, used on parts of
Telegraph Forms are those found in the Royal Collection and are dated
24 June 1872 - the date alleged to have been the basis of the Inquiry.
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The Post Office records, and the examples recorded in their files,
suggest that the relevant date was in fact 26 July 1872 - but you would
only know this if you pursued the details !
6.
All the Plate 6 examples ( with the sole exception of one item in
H. M. Collection ) of the forgery are dated after those from Plate 5
when, in practice, stamps from both plates were available simultaneously
during the relevant period. This is very odd when you bear in mind the
above situation. And even more unusual when you look at the initial
1910 find of Plate 6, when the vast majority of those items were on very
small, and hardly relevant, pieces of Telegraph Form which appear to
have been manipulated to render the date of use of the Form uncertain.
It was claimed that there were only two different dates among that
group - 31 October 1872 and 13 June 1872 - so from where and when
did the other dates appear ?
7.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the traditional version of
events is how not one of the narrators is able to convincingly
demonstrate how the fraud was perpetrated within the offices of the
Stock Exchange. There is no agreement as to the procedures adopted
for the processing of the Telegraph Forms and whether there was more
than one office dealing with each form ? Who actually completed the
wording of the message on the Form ? Who held a stock of the Forms
? Were all types of Telegraph Forms processed within Stock Exchange
premises ? When an Account System was in operation, was it necessary
to affix postage stamps to the Forms ? Where were the stocks of
Postage Stamps held ?
Let me point out the relevance of these questions and how the
possible answers demonstrate the difficulties faced by those seeking to
commit this fraud against the Establishment.
I have concluded that the procedure at the Stock Exchange was
PROBABLY as follows :
The Forms were generally available to any person wishing to
send a Telegram and there were two basic varieties - one available for
any member of the public and another version specifically for use by
Brokers and others within the Stock Exchange. The blank forms were
completed, in pencil, by the sender who would present the completed
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form at the counter. A clerk would assess the form for costing, advise
the sender accordingly, request appropriate payment and then comes
the moment to receipt that payment. At this date this could be dealt
with by the sender being provided with a stamp or stamps which they
could affix to the form or the clerk could affix the stamp to the form
themselves in front of the sender. If, however, the sender was an
accredited Broker no money would change hands and the charge for the
message would be entered into a ledger. What happens next ?
Presumably the Clerk would then number the Form, apply a date stamp
to confirm the message had been received correctly and then pass the
Form to another operative who would then deal with the business of
sending the message. The form would then be filed for reference before
being eventually consigned as waste paper. On this basis there is only
one point at which the postage stamp could be substituted, namely by
the Clerk when processing the Form. So how many Clerks were there ?
Presumably more than one, bearing in mind the number of messages
recorded as being sent every year. So perhaps the Forms were
accepted and numbered and only THEN passed to the operative who
applied the postage stamp and date stamp. But why even bother to affix
a postage stamp then ? The same applies to those with account
facilities.
The use of postage stamps as a form of receipt appears to only
satisfy some form of INTERNAL accountancy or audit function as the
Form is never returned to the sender who has paid over the required
money on the understanding that the Form is to be eventually destroyed
- a matter of fact. There would be no purpose served in sticking on a
stamp unless it performed the function of certifying - to that person
sending the telegraph - that this was a correctly paid for message. This
could be more efficiently done by simply applying a date stamp - as is
provided for in the wording on the Form !!
Maybe one reason why stamps obliterated with the Stock
Exchange date stamp are relatively scarce is that they were only needed
when Telegraphs were sent by those who needed a receipt for their
payment !
As the vast majority would be sent on behalf of
stockbrokers or their like, then the accounting style of dealing would be
perfectly adequate and NO STAMPS would be needed. If it was a
requirement that the stamp be affixed by those requiring a Telegraph to
be sent then it would be necessary to sell them a stamp as proof of
payment - along the lines of the conventional postal service. If this were
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the case then please explain where the forgery would come into play.
Of course, some stamps would be sold and fixed to Forms for
processing but even the quote from the Post Office Inquiry tells us that
they could not find a COMPLETE form from the sacks interrogated so
they were in a distinct minority !!
An experienced philatelic acquaintance has suggested - albeit
tongue in cheek - that if such deceit was being practised and that the
number of forgeries considerably outnumber the remaining number of
genuine postage stamps then perhaps the forgeries were introduced by
a “ user ” and not an operative ! In an attempt to avoid payment for
sending a telegraph if completed telegraph forms, duly and correctly
stamped with the stamps already affixed to the form, by a Broker ( or
their runner ), then the receiving clerk would process the form as if it
were correctly presented. This way would enable a successful forgery
to be processed in lieu of genuine stamps and if they were that good and in truth they were - then they would pass undetected. There are
however two substantial reasons why this method can be eliminated.
The first is that there are a substantial number of forms where
the date stamp is UNDER the forgery - thereby eliminating this as a
possible means of carrying out the deception.
Second there are a number of forms bearing additional
denominations to cover the correct fee and in the vast majority of
instances these extra stamps are defective and not able to be sold as
collectable examples. They are wing margin copies, torn or otherwise
damaged or badly perforated and grossly off-centre stamps with no
enhanced contemporary commercial value. It is completely beyond
reasonable chance that such stamps would be available within an outside
commercial user’s stock of postage stamps. Indeed, it is these facts
which give rise to doubt that it was ever perpetrated as part of a normal
practice which could be undertaken within a commercial environment.
The statistics that are available confirm that the use of postage
stamps on Telegraph Forms was, indeed, an uncommon phenomenon so
where did the idea that this was a substantial fraud against the Post
Office come from ?
The basic idea that a considerable number of forged stamps
could be substituted for genuine ones just cannot be sustained. There
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would be problems with getting them into the office, storing them,
effecting the swap, removing the genuine stamps, converting the genuine
stamps back into cash and all without any awkward questions being
asked !!
So, maybe it just did not happen - and that is why the initial Post
Office Inquiry could find no evidence of misbehaviour at the Stock
Exchange.
The Post Office Inquiry in 1915 provides statistics which are out
of step with what we know 100 years on. The proportion of forgeries
found in relation to the number of genuine stamps just does not turn
out to be true and was probably based upon figures which were
provided by leading members of the stamp trade. It is most telling that
the Royal Philatelic Collection should be provided with genuine
examples on part forms ( incidentally there are only a couple of other
instances of genuine stamps on piece ever recorded ) dated precisely on
that date held to be that of those items interrogated in the Inquiry - 24
June 1872 - when this was NOT the date according to the records in
the Post Office archives.
I am firmly of the opinion that the genuine stamps on piece as
contained in the Royal Philatelic Collection are, in fact, in themselves
FORGERIES in so far that they have been manufactured using genuine,
but defective, 1/- stamps but with contrived date-stamps. These items
would have been easily provided to Bacon, the Keeper of the Royal
Philatelic Collection, by, say, Nissen, his friend and acquaintance, for the
purpose of removing all doubt as to the integrity of this phenomenon.
At the time the report was more than adequate to satisfy the
authorities that there was no longer any chance of those being
responsible being brought to justice and it could pass into history as an
undetected fraud against the Establishment. The investigation statistics
bear no relationship to the facts as we know them today.
There is absolutely no doubt that many of the events of the day
have been amended and substantially altered to affirm the story that was
broadcast. In times when communications were protracted it would
have been difficult to see through the defects in the original narrative.
The mood of the time would have provided collectors with sufficient
incentive to believe that it was a genuine fraud - bearing in mind that the
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story had to be a good one to avoid any suggestion that collectors had
been, or were being, duped. This has resulted in this phenomenon
passing into latter day collecting with an air of acceptance which means
that this event has been “ sanctified by the passage of time ”.
Above all, I could not immediately rationalise why this fraud was
conceived. However, when one reviews the climate of the times and
looks carefully at the collecting proclivities of the time it does occur to
me that the Establishment could have been the intended victim of this
deception. I have referred to the growing hobby and in particular to the
increasing interest in the stamps of Great Britain. Now there were
some 70M copies of the Penny Black - probably the most famous stamp
issue of all time - printed and these are a form of cult collecting in their
own right. But they are, in general terms, not rare or even scarce - the
number printed and their extensive use and collecting appeal mean that
they have achieved an iconic status. From the collecting point of view
there are far more scarce issues from the Victorian period and these
include the high denomination surface printed - more correctly should
be called letterpress - issues of the 1870 - 1890 period. Unused
examples have survived in very limited numbers, having been retained by
the more affluent sectors of the collecting public with fine used copies
being also very scarce items.
A brief examination of this collecting field shows that the proper
use of these higher denomination stamps was very limited indeed.
Those paying correct postage rates would have been obliterated by a
range of implements which were intended to deface the stamp and
consequently render them less attractive to collectors. The other use
for these higher denominations was essentially one of a fiscal nature.
They are currently found with obliterations which are in the form of ‘
circular date stamps ’ and provide the collector with very acceptable
and neatly obliterated examples which will command a premium. They
are NOT postally used but how else can you find such premium copies ?
Such items come from Official forms and documents and from
Telegraphic use - and where are these forms to be found ? Oh, no,
surely not from the sacks of waste paper destined to be destroyed and
which were collected by the authorities and sold as scrap paper for
pulping and recycling ! The proliferation of examples of the £5 orange whatever the printing - bearing such fine circular date stamps
demonstrating a fiscal or telegraphic origin as opposed to somewhat
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ugly barred obliterations, which would have demonstrated a postal use,
are evidence of this phenomenon.
The very presence today of the large number of these high
denomination, beautifully cancelled, stamps suggests that there must
have been a considerable industry which thrived on the liberating and
selling of this material. And who was involved in this flourishing business
? The Stock Exchange story provides the names of all of those involved
in this trade and it is from these names that we find that the very
intricate distribution in place which must have been very lucrative.
Hitherto it would have been very difficult to understand why the Stock
Exchange forgery was conceived but when you consider the extent of
the trade in material liberated from the waste sacks it does start to
make sense.
It must have come to the attention of the Establishment that the
accelerating interest in the hobby, possibly encouraged by the increasing
interest from Royal circles, with an emphasis on stamps of Great Britain,
that some of the more interesting stamps were emerging from unusual,
and probably unlawful, sources. The trade was undoubtedly aware that
this was a very risky business and probably the large number of used and
frequently stamp-less telegraph forms recovered may have sparked off
the perfect way of deflecting suspicion from the mainline activity. By
forging stamps that were used on telegraphic forms they could distract
the attention of the authorities from that of the liberation of fine used
stamps to the presence of a forgery which targeted and apparently
defrauded the Post Office. This was an Inland Revenue matter,
apparently involving a loss of revenue, and would therefore assume a
great priority in any investigation.
Perhaps the trade had got wind of some potential investigation
into the availability of stamps which should never have seen the light of
day. Having succeeded in creating this diversion in 1898 and the Post
Office, in finding no evidence of the fraud - or at least being unable to
find a culprit or culprits - looked no further into the waste paper issue.
With the pilfering no doubt continuing, as is evidenced by the so-called
anonymous tip-off to the authorities in 1910, it was time to revive the ‘
forgery ’ story and send the matter of liberating material from the
Croxley Mill into the background. It was a master stroke to make
forgeries available for destruction - after all they were of less
contemporary philatelic importance than preserving the high
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denomination material that was in circulation. Making specially selected
Stock Exchange forgeries available to the Royal Collection and matching
them with apparently genuine examples on parts of forms was all that
was needed to bring credibility to the forgery story.
So there could be a logical and sustainable background to the
story of why the Forgery was introduced. It is quite conceivable that
the possibility of a fraud against the Post Office would excite far more
interest than the stealing of used stamps from a private source.
However, we must not forget ‘ Palmer’s Clause ’ - clause seven of the
Post Office Protection Act of 1884. The effect of this clause was to
make it a criminal offence to utter, deal in, or sell any fictitious stamp,
have such a stamp in his possession without a lawful excuse, or make or
possess any die, plate, instrument or material for making any fictitious
stamp. The practical effect was to prevent publishers from printing an
image of a stamp, if only for illustrative purposes and this, it was held,
could have been responsible for the apparent delay in Stanley Gibbons
publishing details of the Forgery. J. W. Palmer was a foreign postage
stamp merchant, based in The Strand, and was responsible for waging
war on forgeries of all kinds, urging collectors to only purchase postally
used stamps.
Immediately the original article was published in Stanley Gibbons
Monthly Journal in July 1898 the said J. W. Palmer contacted the
Postmaster General drawing attention to this fraud against the Post
Office therby encouraging and promoting the investigation. A dealer in
“ used postage stamps ” making sure that the question of fraud was
uppermost in the mind of the authorities. Indeed, he was assured that
the matter was now under investigation. Certainly it would have done
little good for the collecting of valuable used postage stamps from Great
Britain if any doubt on their provenance had been broadcast at this time.
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MY CONCLUSIONS
In the course of acquiring information to enable me to prepare this
work I have had cause to speak with many of my philatelic friends and
acquaintances who encouraged me to go into print with my findings on this
phenomenon. Until recently I was not sure that I had got to the bottom of
this curious episode but every example that I have come across always falls
into the same pattern. Some are more blatant examples of manipulation
than others and it was always in the back of my mind that we are dealing
with more that one type of forgery. By this I mean that the evidence points
to some examples having all the hallmarks of having been contrived even to
the extent of the cancellations. This could well be because many examples
have been prepared to increase the number of forgeries to satisfy the
continuing demand and this has led to carelessness, having apparently
established the story in the minds of collectors.
I do believe that this was also done in 1909 and at one stage I
wondered whether there could be two versions of the Plate 6 forgery but I
could not find any firm evidence for this proposition. However, at a late
stage in my investigations, I did uncover what I believe is a genuine 1/stamp, suitably disguised, being passed off as a forgery and this certainly
adds weight to the argument of inappropriate activity outside anything to do
with the Stock Exchange.
There are several major points which I rely upon to support my
proposition that these forgeries did not arise out of any malpractice at the
Stock Exchange.
These are :
A)
The proportion of forgeries available on parts of forms is
extraordinarily high when very few genuine stamps properly exist in this
form. How can this be ? If they were discovered in a place where they
were mixed with genuine examples - as the story would have you believe then why are the forgeries kept on scraps of paper when the genuine ones
are not ? Plate 6 examples are ( nearly ? ) always found on paper. I do
hope that some of them do not have a watermark !
B)
They are frequently found with two different obliterations sometimes with one of the strikes UNDER one or more of the stamps.
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C)
When used in combination with other denominations these other
values are more often than not damaged, or wing margin copies, which
would have very limited potential as unused examples for dealers.
D)

No complete forms are recorded.

E)

No unused examples are recorded.

F)
Proof strikes of the relevant obliterations are missing from the P.O.
Records. These records are considered sacrosanct and are valued for their
integrity. Are there other examples where these Records are discovered
to be deficient with examples missing ?
G)
There are, in any event, relatively few copies of genuine 1/- stamps
bearing Stock Exchange obliterations.
H)
I may be wrong, and no doubt more knowledgeable collectors will
correct me on this point, but was the practice of high definition lithographic
printing of postage stamps not widely used until after 1872 ? This would
explain why many commentators ASSUMED that they were typographed or
surface printed as were the genuine stamps. Only later were the reports
amended to suggest that lithography was the printing method employed.
This confusion remained with some commentators well into the second half
of the 20th century.
I)
I can offer one explanation for the shortage of genuine 1/- stamps on
telegraph forms. Unlikely as it seems, perhaps some recovered forms had
their stamps removed for them to be replaced with forgeries thereby
providing a haven for the forgeries. Having promoted the story of the
fraud, and safe in the knowledge that, as it had never taken place, no
prosecution could ensue, the perpetrators were safe to produce them
liberally and even create a second version - Plate 6 - for the newly created
market. What was needed was a good story and who better to promote it
than Charles Nissen and who better to recount it than one of the more
famous raconteurs of the time, one Fred Melville.
J)
If my proposition regarding the proliferation of forms without
postage stamps has any substance then the lack of genuine examples, on or
off paper, is not that surprising. The number of forms bearing genuine 1/stamps would be relatively small - perhaps as low as 10% - and this would
satisfy both eventualities.
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K)
The forgeries could easily be passed off on small pieces of paper
without suspicion. These paper fragments have been carefully torn or cut to
disclose little information and in most cases do not represent what one
would expect to find from random samples recovered from their source.
They have all been tampered with in one way shape or form.
L)
In any serious investigation you only have to find ONE factor which
does not fit into the pattern to give rise to doubt and here there are
MANY features which are impossible to explain unless you accept that
there was latter day manipulation.
The overwhelming conclusion that I have arrived at is that there are
too many problems and inconsistencies with the original story and its
various versions and this, coupled with the many problems that are present
in those examples available to collectors, lead me to believe that collectors,
writers and dealers have been seriously misled for over 100 years.
Let me finally turn to what I suggest is the most amazing feature of
these studies. Both Dr. Ian Ray and Comdr. Malcolm Burnett identified
features which should have led them to look further into the circumstances
but they, along with all other collectors, have been so influenced by the
romance of the story that they did not even consider that the fraud was not
as historically reported and failed to identify the major philatelic
discrepancies. I will deal with them one by one.
Take Burnett’s evidence, which is both documented and illustrated,
that there is more than one type of form involved. As the essence of the
yarn is that in securing forms from the store bearing waste paper from the
telegraph office is that it took place at the Stock Exchange then it must (?)
involve the use of the dedicated Telegraph Form. I suppose that it is not
impossible for a "public form” to have been used some times but it is more
likely that in securing forms or part forms from the waste paper sacks
which comprised Post Office telegraph and other departmental waste there
was a proportion of forms not from the Stock Exchange and the difference
was not spotted by those seeking to put them to another use. On the
other hand, the difference in wording was spotted, resulting in some forms
being craftily torn or cut to eliminate this evidence as it would not fit in
with the story - but mistakes were made !
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Burnett also shows examples where the stamps have been affixed
over a different date stamp and even contrived to align the ‘new’ date
stamp with that underneath and failed to do so.

As illustrated and with a stamp folded back

As illustrated and with a stamp folded down

The above illustrations, taken from Burnett’s article in Gibbons
Stamp Monthly, shows how the additional denominations, when folded
back, disclose the underlying date stamps, and these are then superimposed
on examples of blank Telegraph forms to demonstrate the differences.
Note the very poor condition of the additional 3d. stamps used and how
the forms have been torn to avoid detection. All very suspicious but, no
reference whatsoever is made to these alarming features.
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Much the same applies to the Dr. Ray “ Mystery ” item. Here the
problems are many. The 9d. stamp is affixed over different date stamp and
attempts have been made to ‘ line it up ’ and have failed miserably. Not only
that but the uppermost date stamp has a confusing and conflicting
relationship with the stamps. In short, it is over the forgery but that itself is
under the 9d. - a situation that just could not happen in the normal course
of events. Note how the small piece of the form has been torn to remove
all trace of the date and to avoid the conflict where the date stamp on the
9d. should line up with that under it on the form.

From the front

From the back

An enlargement of this piece from the front and the back highlights
this anomaly as well as demonstrating the small remnant of paper being
used to keep them all together.
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A POSTSCRIPT
As I move towards publishing my findings it does cross my mind
that there are those who are interested in this collecting field who will
claim that I have only drawn attention to a number of examples which
show unusual features and these alone may not be sufficient to prove
my point.
This could, I admit, pose a problem. There are other examples,
which I have not illustrated, which do not show any outstanding features
worthy of commentary. Some would therefore argue that the case has
not been fully made and this gave me cause for further thought on the
issue and these are my further observations.
The very nature of the forgery is that we are dealing, not with
the errors attaching to the production of a forgery - that is not in
dispute - but with matters of presentation of the forged material. This,
of course, is much more difficult to be definitive about as matters of
judgement are involved, not just matters of fact.
Although there are many matters of fact of presentation which
have been shown to be beyond doubt it must be said that because some
examples may not demonstrate such obvious features it makes the
situation even more interesting. How would this come about ? Surely
there are not two completely different versions of the forgery - those
which are patently contrived and those which are not !! Were these by
different hands or not ? Bearing in mind that all of the forged stamps
come from the same source ( or could this also be in dispute ? ) then
would it be feasible that they were available in two completely different
scenarios in two different time frames ?
I think not !
Having considered this possibility I just cannot believe that there
was more than one source of forgery although there may well have
been more than one perpetrator of this scheme. Indeed the delayed
appearance in c. 1910 of the 'new found' examples may be indicative
that there was more than one operator of this scheme with varying
degrees of skill being applied to these faked items.
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If you are minded to accept that there are examples which do fit
perfectly into my alternative explanation of how the forgeries were
distributed it is perhaps also impossible to maintain that there can be
any other legitimate story to explain the others. The skill of the
perpetrators is not to be underestimated. But, as with all those engaged
in doubtful activities, it only requires the slightest error in execution to
give the game away and provide evidence of some misdeeds which
would not be otherwise exposed. Here there are more than enough
examples to demonstrate a degree of carelessness which gives the game
away.
A number appear to be more perfectly executed and it is only
the sheer fact that so many examples have been interrogated which are
blatantly fabricated which means that common sense dictates that they
all must fall even though they do not necessarily bear the same obvious
faults.
Tribute must be paid to those collectors who have pursued this
story but what I find surprising is that these eminent students at no time
considered any alternative propositions, even when they found it difficult
to understand some of the anomalies they uncovered.
Modern techniques have made it possible to more easily analyse
and interrogate the material which has been widely distributed in the
intervening years. It is my hope that, by offering a new perspective on
this philatelic conundrum, I may encourage others to look again at some
of the long held stories which abound in this hobby - not to destroy the
magic but to bring the matters alive and encourage more students to
research aspects of this amazing hobby.
Human nature prevails and we should not be under the
misapprehension that all of our predecessors in the hobby were beyond
doubt as to their motives and actions. Indeed, as time passes we will
uncover more examples of how easily we can be, and probably always
were, deceived and I hope that the time never comes when collectors
give up on looking again at some of the more interesting aspects of this
fascinating hobby.
We must also bear in mind that, although items can be ‘sanctified
by the passage of time’ the given prevailing circumstances of those
involved in the event could not have possibly envisaged just how
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technology and communications were going to evolve in the next 100
years. It would have been a few of the more privileged collectors who
would have taken this matter on board - photocopies and other
sophisticated methods of passing factual information were not even
contemplated and basic journalism was the only vehicle for transmitting
information - with few illustrations involved. It would seem that a 1/denomination of the period, bearing a ‘ Stock Exchange ’ cancellation
was all that would be needed to substantiate the story which resulted in
very many bizarre items being produced for consumption by collectors.
No doubt, in the tradition of other forgers of the time, many
items would be produced on a singular piece of paper which would then
be segregated to provide items tied to piece to satisfy many eager
collectors and it would come as no surprise to find that this was the
case here, with a few forms actually providing a base for many examples
of this phenomenon. Just look at the amazing number of positions on
the form and shapes of pieces of form that are found bearing the
forgery.
I finish on the theme with which I started - I have great difficulty
in understanding why no other collectors or commentators have not
uncovered the inconsistencies which I have detailed during the
intervening 100 years and alerted the collecting fraternity to this fraud.
There is always more than
set of facts and I hope that this
Exchange Forgery provides the
encourages them to look more
aspects of collecting.

one explanation which will fit a given
alternative explanation of the Stock
reader with food for thought and
deeply into some of more unusual

The majority of accepted opinion is not necessarily correct there are still miscarriages of justice in a democratic society.
September 2015
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